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ABSTRACT
Suetterlin, Kevin Frank Eric. DMA. The University of Memphis. May, 2017. An Analysis and
Conductor’s Guide to Dominick Argento’s Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night. Major Professor:
Dr. Pu-Qi Jiang.
This dissertation discusses the life and music of American composer Dominick Argento (born
1927), with a focus on his monodrama Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night. A biography is
compiled primarily from the composer’s memoirs, Catalogue Raisonné as Memoir: A
Composer’s Life, as well as from other sources.
Argento’s and librettist Olon-Scrymgeour’s character depiction of Miss Havisham is
analyzed, and compared to its original source, Charles Dickens’s Great Expectations. The
monodrama’s libretto is then compared in style and choice of words to the original source.
Further, an attempt is made at giving a short psychoanalytical insight into the character’s inner
world.
The history of origins of the monodrama, and its relation to Dominick Argento’s fulllength opera, Miss Havisham’s Fire from 1979, as well as its revision from 1995, is then
examined.
Argento’s monodrama Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night is extensively analyzed for form,
twelve-tone technique, harmony, melody, and characteristic stylistic features; further, a detailed
examination of the composer’s sensitive orchestration is given.
A Conducting Guide then discusses general challenges when preparing and performing
an opera or a monodrama, and the ones specific to Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night. A detailed
discussion covers conductorial challenges of the monodrama, and offers possible solutions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The Composer Dominick Argento
Dominick Argento is considered one of the leading American composers of opera, song, and
choral music of the twentieth century. His mature compositions often incorporate a tonally
conceived, lyrical twelve-tone approach, and strive to be “essentially emotional”1 and expressive.
Some of his best known operas are The Masque of Angels, Postcard from Morocco, The Voyage
of Edgar Allan Poe, Miss Havisham’s Fire, and Casanova’s Homecoming. In 1975 he won the
Pulitzer Prize for his song cycle From the Diary of Virginia Woolf, composed for and premiered
by British mezzo-soprano Janet Baker. As a 1951 Fulbright scholar in Florence, Argento fell in
love with Italy and returned almost every year, writing a large portion of his oeuvre there.
Argento holds composition degrees from Peabody Conservatory (B.M. 1951; M.M. 1954) and
the Eastman School of Music (Ph.D. 1957). He taught at the University of Minnesota between
1958 and 1997, and remains Regents Professor Emeritus, the college’s highest distinction of
honor.
Argento was born on October 27, 1927 and spent his entire upbringing in York,
Pennsylvania. His parents Michael and Nicolina (Amato) Argento were Sicilian immigrants.
Argento started his musical training rather late, at age thirteen, when his father urged him to take
accordion lessons. Even though Argento did not enjoy the accordion and discontinued the
lessons after a year, he played a simple tune he had learned with a band that played in his father’s
café. On Sundays, when the café was closed, Argento would practice there on an old upright
piano. Around the same time, in the early 1940s, Argento would spend many hours at the Martin
1

Dominick Argento, Catalogue Raisonné as Memoir: A Composer’s Life (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2004), xv.

1

Memorial Library that had just opened a few years earlier, on October 31, 1935. There, he autodidactically studied composers’ biographies, music theory, counterpoint, orchestration, and
aesthetics. He composed his first piece, the one-minute Polka for Flute and Orchestra, at age
fifteen before even having had his first piano lesson. For his sixteenth birthday he was wishing
for the old upright piano from his father’s café; instead, his parents surprised him with a brandnew baby grand piano—according Argento, “no other gift has ever meant as much to [him].”2
Before being drafted into the army in 1945 at age eighteen, Argento took two years of formal
piano lessons and made quick progress. In the army he was trained in cryptography, following an
inclination towards solving puzzles and codes;3 he was sent to Asmara, the capital of Eritrea, a
former Italian colony in East Africa, as an intercept operator; he continued lessons with an Italian
musician there.
In 1947, Argento entered Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore as a piano major. His
composition teacher Nicolas Nabokov (a friend of Igor Stravinsky) convinced him to switch
majors after his first year and to focus on composition. During that time, Argento also studied
privately with then Baltimore-based composer Hugo Weisgall, who had obtained a scholarship
for Argento to study with him at the Cummington School of the Arts in Massachusetts in the
summer of 1950. It was during that summer that Dominick Argento composed what he
considered his “opus 1,”4 his Songs about Spring for soprano and piano, then consisting of three
songs; in 1955 Argento added two more songs, and orchestrated the entire set in 1960. Songs
about Spring was performed at the composer’s senior recital on May 22, 1951, with Argento at
2

Ibid., 160.

3

In his autobiographical catalogue of works, Catalogue Raisonné as Memoir from 2004, Argento connects
this interest in “problem solving” with why he became a conductor (p. 173).
4

Argento, Catalogue Raisonné, 1.

2

the piano accompanying a fellow student who happened to be from the same town as Argento,
York, Pennsylvania—Carolyn Bailey. They started dating, and got married three years later on
September 6, 1954.5 Hugo Weisgall had a major influence on Dominick Argento. He introduced
Argento to opera and vocal music in general, for which Argento did not care too much before.
Weisgall exposed Argento to his own operas as well as the works of Benjamin Britten. He asked
Argento to be a coach and music director at his Hilltop Opera summer program in 1952, where
they produced the premiere of Weisgall’s one-act opera The Stronger, amongst others. At Hilltop
Opera, Argento also met John Olon-Scrymgeour, future librettist for several of Argento’s operas.
After graduating from Peabody with his Bachelor of Music degree in 1951, Argento
received a Fulbright scholarship, which allowed him to spend the year in Florence, Italy. During
this first stay in Florence, Argento began working on an opera called Aria Da Capo, which he
never finished. He briefly took private lessons with Italian composer Luigi Dallapiccola, who at
the time was very popular for his lyrical approach to twelve-tone music. Argento felt like
Dallapiccola was pushing him towards dodecaphony—a push he did not enjoy at the time—and
they concluded their lessons. Interestingly enough, it would be the lyrical, Italianate approach to
twelve-tone music that Argento later took a liking to and that would inform his mature style.
Argento fell in love with Tuscany, and he and his wife Carolyn were to spend many summers
and sabbatical leaves there.
Between 1952 and 1954 Argento continued his studies at Peabody Conservatory,
pursuing a Master of Music degree in composition, his major teacher being Henry Cowell. It was
during this time that Argento composed his first opera, Sicilian Limes, to a libretto by John OlonScrymgeour; it premiered on April 14, 1954 at Peabody Conservatory in a version for two

5

Obituary of Carolyn Bayley Argento, Star Tribune, February 4, 2006.

3

pianos, with Hugo Weisgall directing and conducting. It was not until almost forty years later
that Argento heard the actual orchestral version in a production at the University of Minnesota;
he could no longer identify with what he heard, and withdrew the work.6
In 1954, Argento landed his first teaching appointment, at the Hampton Institute in
Virginia. A year later, he decided to apply for the doctoral program in composition at the
Eastman School of Music in Rochester, New York. He was admitted and received a graduate
assistantship with split duties as a teaching assistant in music theory as well as a coach for the
opera studio. From 1955 to 1957 he studied under Bernard Rogers and Alan Hovhaness, as well
as Howard Hanson, who was the Director of the Eastman School of Music at the time—a post he
held for forty years—and who in 1930 established the annual Festivals of American music,
premiering hundreds of contemporary works by American composers. Hanson took a liking to
Argento and his music; the orchestral suite of Argento’s first ballet The Resurrection of Don
Juan was selected by Hanson as the only student piece to be performed at the Festivals of
American Music 1956, followed a year later by Argento’s Ph.D. thesis Ode to the West Wind, a
concerto for soprano and orchestra, sung by his wife Carolyn, as well as his one-act opera The
Boor (on a double bill with Bernard Rogers’s The Nightingale). The Boor was a great success;
Frederick Fennell, who conducted the premiere, informed representatives from several
publishing companies, and only weeks later Argento signed a contract with Boosey & Hawkes.
Hanson recommended Argento for a Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship, which he
received, and utilized to live and compose in Florence again for a year. During that time he
composed Six Elizabethan Songs for his friend Nicholas DiVirgilio’s graduation recital, one of
Argent’s most performed song cycles, which he arranged in 1963 for high voice and baroque

6

Argento, Catalogue Raisonné, 7.

4

ensemble; DiVirgilio “had sung the tenor role in the premiere of The Boor.”7 Argento also began
work on Colonel Jonathan the Saint, his first full-length opera to a libretto by John OlonScrymgeour, and finished it in 1961; unfortunately, the plot idea was most likely stolen when
Argento “auditioned it for New York City Opera head Julius Rudel and Phyllis Curtin, one of the
leading singer-actresses of the period”8 and a year later the City Opera commissioned Carlisle
Floyd to compose an opera around the same subject. Floyd’s The Passion of Jonathan Wade
flopped, and made it difficult for Argento and Olon-Scrymgeour to find an opera company who
would produce their opera on the same subject; it was not until December 31, 1971 that Colonel
Jonathan the Saint saw its premiere at the Denver Lyric Opera.
In the fall of 1958, only a few months after returning from Italy to the United States,
Argento began a position as a lecturer in music theory (later also composition, and opera history)
at the University of Minnesota, for which he had been recommended by the Eastman School of
Music. While having doubts at first about whether Minnesota and the Midwest would be the
right place or not for a young and ambitious composer, Argento ended up staying at the
University of Minnesota for the entirety of his academic teaching career, from 1958 until 1997.
In 1959, he was promoted to assistant professor, in 1963 to associate professor and in 1966 to
full professor. In 1980 the University of Minnesota bestowed its highest honor, the Regents
Professorship, which is connected with an annual stipend of currently $50,000, upon Dominick
Argento. He remains Professor Emeritus to this day. At some point, Howard Hanson had offered
Argento a professorship at Eastman, but Argento kindly declined, following the previous advice

7

Ibid., 27.

8

Ibid., 31.

5

of his former teacher and friend, Bernard Rogers. Rogers had warned him that the success of his
career might be compromised by being in Hanson’s shadow.
Argento’s next opera, Christopher Sly, was commissioned in 1962 by the Mu Phi Epsilon
fraternity and premiered on May 31, 1963. The libretto was written by a graduate student of the
theater department. According to Argento, Christopher Sly marked the beginning of conscious
“use of a twelve-tone row.”9 During the same year, Argento, John Olon-Scrymgeour, and a small
group of friends founded the Center Opera Company (which later became the Minnesota Opera)
and produced a double bill program of John Blow’s The Masque of Venus and Adonis and
Argento’s and Olon-Scrymgeour’s newest opera in one act, The Masque of Angels. Argento had
hoped for this new opera company to become a progressive platform for his and other
contemporary composers’ new works—similarly to what Benjamin Britten had created with the
Aldeburgh Festival in England; however, Argento soon distanced himself from the company as it
replaced his friend John Olon-Scrymgeour as stage director and steered in a different artistic
direction.
Argento quickly established himself in the Midwest and received many commissions
from ensembles and companies, among them the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra (Royal Invitation,
1964), the Civic Orchestra of Minneapolis (Variations for Orchestra, 1965), the Guthrie Theater
(The Shoemakers’ Holiday, ballad opera, 1967, adaptation and additional lyrics by John OlonScrymgeour), the Minnesota Orchestra (Bravo Mozart!, 1969; A Ring of Time, 1972; In Praise of
Music, 1977; Casa Guidi, 1983; Valentino Dances, 1994; Reverie/Reflections on a Hymn Tune,
1997), the Center Opera Company/Minnesota Opera Company (Postcard from Morocco, opera
in one act, 1971, libretto by John Donahue; The Voyage of Edgar Allan Poe, opera in two acts,

9

Ibid., 35.

6

libretto by Charles Nolte, 1975–76; Casanova’s Homecoming, opera buffa in three acts, libretto
by the composer, 1984), New York City Opera (Miss Havisham’s Fire, opera in two acts, libretto
by John Olon-Scrymgeour, 1977–79), the Dallas Opera (The Aspern Papers, opera in two acts,
libretto by the composer), the Fargo-Moorhead Symphony Orchestra (Fire Variations, 1982), the
Baltimore Symphony (Le Tombeau d’Edgar Poe, Suite from the opera The Voyage of Edgar
Allan Poe, 1985), the Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra (Capriccio for Clarinet and Orchestra,
1985), the Washington Opera (The Dream of Valentino, opera in two acts, libretto by Charles
Nolte, 1993), and the Washington Chamber Symphony (The Bremen Town Musicians, 1999), as
well as numerous commissions for choirs and solo vocalists.
In his autobiographical catalogue of works, Catalogue Raisonné as Memoir from 2004,
Argento identifies his Letters from Composers (written in 1968 for his tenor friend Vern Sutton)
as the first piece in which he “chose to set prose rather than poetry, a procedure that was to
become standard practice for many pieces,”10 especially those for solo voice. He tends to more
commonly set poetry for choral pieces as he regards poetry “to be created for public discourse,”
therefore suitable for a group of voices, while the he finds “more private forms of writing” such
as “letters, journals, diaries”11 —prose—more appropriate for the intimate setting of a solo voice.
In Letters from Composers, Argento also incorporates another “trademark” of his, parody, by
composing in the style of, or at least making references to, several different composers of the
past.
In 1971, a commission by the Center Opera Company would bring him both national and
international acclaim: Postcard from Morocco. Argento considers Postcard as being in his

10

Ibid., 54.

11

Ibid.

7

mature style, incorporating elements of popular music, parody, a lyrical twelve-tone approach,
“and rampant and unapologetic lyricism.”12
In 1974, the Schubert Club of St. Paul commissioned Dominick Argento to write a piece
for British mezzo-soprano Janet Baker. From the Diary of Virginia Woolf premiered on January
5, 1975, and won the Pulitzer Prize the following April. The same year, Argento received a grant
from the National Endowment for the Arts to write a monodrama based on Anton Chekhov’s On
the Harmfulness of Tobacco and John James Audubon’s Birds of America. For the first time,
Argento wrote both libretto and music; the work deals with a man who is rather unhappy with his
marriage and with his dominant and condescending wife. A Water Bird Talk is the “one stage
work” that the composer is completely satisfied with.13 The forty-five-minute monodrama was to
become the companion piece to Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night of 1981.
Over the next two years, Argento worked on his opera The Voyage of Edgar Allan Poe
with a libretto by Charles Nolte; it premiered on April 24, 1976 and was a huge success. It has
since been performed at several opera houses around the world. Hoping to be able to repeat the
success of the opera that deals with the mystery of Edgar Allan Poe’s death, Argento chose a
similarly dark and bizarre subject for his next opera, Miss Havisham’s Fire (1979). The idea to
write about the recluse who was jilted on her wedding day from Charles Dickens’s Great
Expectations came from John Olon-Scrymgeour, who had sent Argento a libretto to a
monodrama in one act titled Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night. When soprano Beverly Sills and
New York City Opera director Julius Rudel contacted Argento in 1977 with a commission
request for Sills’s “farewell” piece, Argento told Sills about the libretto Miss Havisham’s

12

Ibid., 68.

13

Ibid., 79.
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Wedding Night and that he believed the subject would be suitable for a full-length opera.14 Sills
requested for her role to be extremely challenging. Unfortunately, the cancer from which she had
suffered returned, and she had to be replaced. Sopranos Gianna Rolandi and Rita Shane sang the
premiere on March 22, 1979. The opera flopped; in his Catalogue Raisonné, Argento writes:
“Miss Havisham’s Fire was the biggest failure of my career and no other failure before or since
has hurt nearly as much.”15 It would take Argento sixteen years to gain enough distance and
objectivity in order to be ready to rework the opera in 1995. The revised version premiered in
2001 at the Opera Theatre of Saint Louis.
Immediately following the 1979 disappointment, Argento tried to at least salvage the
character of Miss Havisham by returning to the original monodrama libretto Miss Havisham’s
Wedding Night. Some parts of this libretto had served as an epilogue in Miss Havisham’s Fire.
The composer reinstated original lines, and orchestrated the monodrama for a much smaller
chamber orchestra, compared to the full orchestra used in Miss Havisham’s Fire. The thirtyminute-long Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night premiered very successfully on May 1, 1981 at
Minnesota Opera, with Rita Shane as Miss Havisham. The Fire Variations of 1982 could be
regarded as another salvation of bits and pieces of Miss Havisham’s Fire, as Argento used a tune
from the opera as the theme for these variations. Also in 1982, he composed the song cycle The
Andrée Expedition for baritone Håkan Hagegård and a year later the orchestral song cycle Casa
Guidi for his “favorite” among the singers he has written for, mezzo-soprano Frederica von
Stade.16 A recording by von Stade of the same work was nominated for a Grammy in 2004.
14
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In 1996, Argento composed his song cycle A Few Words about Chekhov for Stade and
Hagegård; the performers staged the songs and Argento “had no serious objection.”17 He did
however soon feel that the accompanimental use of piano of the original version “was a serious
mistake” for the piano’s “inability to sustain long-held chords.”18 The orchestrated version of A
Few Words about Chekhov was premiered on March 22, 2003 by mezzo Kimberly Barber,
baritone Håkan Hagegård, and the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra.
Casanova’s Homecoming, an opera buffa in three acts for which Argento wrote the
libretto himself, was a big success at both its premiere in 1986 at Minnesota opera as well as at
its New York City Opera production a year later, and received the National Institute for Music
Theater Award. In 1988 both his oratorio Te Deum as well as his newest opera in two acts, The
Aspern Papers (libretto by the composer) premiered successfully. On the contrary, The Dream of
Valentino (libretto by Charles Nolte) was not received as well at its 1994 Washington Opera
premiere, but had a celebrated comeback in a revised, forty-minute-shorter version in 2014 at
Minnesota Opera.19
For the Minnesota Orchestra’s European tour of 1997, Argento reworked a piece he had
written in 1982 for organ solo titled Prelude for Easter Dawning; the artistic administrator of the
Minnesota Orchestra convinced Argento to call the orchestral piece Reverie; retrospectively,
Argento describes in his Catalogue Raisonné that he wishes he had gone with the title he
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originally intended for the piece, namely Reflections on a Hymn Tune.20 After the Washington
Chamber Symphony commission of 1999, The Bremen Town Musicians, an educational piece for
children, Argento’s compositional output of late has mostly choral music, including Sonnet 64
(In memorian 9/11/01) of 2001, Orpheus (2002), the first piece Argento ever composed using a
computer and notation software, and Four Seascapes (2004).
On February 2, 2006, Argento’s wife and muse, Carolyn Bailey Argento, passed away
“after a long hospitalization and a valorous struggle with an indeterminate neurological illness.”21 The
“Carolyn Bailey Argento Fellowship,” a graduate award for vocal performance majors at the
University of Minnesota, was established in her honor. Paying tribute to both Argento and Bailey, the
National Opera Association’s annual competition for aspiring singers aged eighteen to twenty-four is
named “The Carolyn Bailey and Dominick Argento Vocal Competition.” Argento grieved deeply
over his wife’s loss and initially rejected a commission request for the 100th anniversary of the
Washington National Cathedral, reasoning that he “probably would never compose again.”22 He
agreed after some time and dedicated Evensong: Of Love and Angels to Carolyn. The piece
begins with the three notes C, B, and A—the initials of Carolyn Bailey Argento—and ends on
three chords that are based on the same letters; already in his Catalogue Raisonné of 2004,
Argento identified this interval sequence of a half step followed by a whole step as his “musical
fingerprint” that is present in almost all his works. Evensong: Of Love and Angels premiered in
March 2008. In 2014, Argento composed the a cappella choral cycle Seasons which he intends to
be his final work.
20
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The Character of Miss Havisham and Argento’s
and Olon-Scrymgeour’s Adaptation
Miss Havisham is a character in Charles Dickens’s Great Expectations of 1861. The
novel is set in the Victorian era and tells the story of a poor blacksmith’s apprentice named Pip,
who through an anonymous sponsorship rises to respectable social status and receives training in
London to be a gentleman. Miss Havisham is a wealthy upper-class woman whom Pip meets
during his childhood. She is an eccentric recluse who was jilted many years ago on her wedding
day—which was also her birthday—by her fiancé Compeyson. Then a very caring and
passionate woman, she did not realize that her deep love for the lower-class criminal Compeyson
blinded her from seeing through his heartless plan. He had teamed up with Havisham’s
adversarial half-brother Arthur, who had inherited their father’s brewery, and convinced Miss
Havisham to spend a substantial amount of money to buy the brewery from Arthur. As if
relieving her of her money was not enough, Compeyson also broke her heart. At twenty minutes
to nine o’clock on the morning of her wedding, while getting dressed, the bride received a letter
from Compeyson informing her that he was leaving her. In total shock and hysteria, Havisham
stopped all clocks, covered all windows, and locked herself in her mansion, Satis House; she has
since not seen the light of day, and maniacally relives her heartbreaking experience every single
day, wearing her wedding dress and only one of her shoes. She adopts a two-year-old girl and
names her Estella. As she raises her inside the dark house, Havisham wants to protect the young
girl from one day getting her heart broken; she teaches her to play with boys’ feelings, to be
cruel to them, and to feel no sympathy. Describing it herself as having a “sick fancy,”23 she
regularly has the young boy Pip come over to Satis House to watch him and Estella play cards,
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and to observe the little girl verbally and physically abusing Pip. Despite all baseness, Pip falls
for the young girl’s beauty and mysteriousness.
As they get older, Miss Havisham gets her feelings hurt when Estella explains to her that
she is merely grateful to her for having adopted and raised her, but that she does not love her—as
she was taught not to love.24 When Estella is about to get married to the rich and brutish Bentley
Drummle, Pip hopes to be able to stop her. In front of Miss Havisham’s eyes he declares his
passionate love for Estella and begs her not to marry Drummle; coldly objective, Estella replies
that while she comprehends what Pip is saying “as a form of words,”25 it does not touch her in
any way, and that she is going through with the wedding. Even though remaining silent the entire
time, Miss Havisham’s facial expressions now show signs of “pity and remorse,”26 as she begins
to fathom what she has done all these years by letting her egoistic vengefulness influence the
way she raised Estella. Realizing in the end that she has caused Pip the same kind of heartache
that she had been given, she hysterically begs him for forgiveness, which he grants. It is unclear
whether Havisham’s wedding dress accidently catches on fire, or whether it is by her intention,
but Pip saves her from the flames, suffering minor wounds himself. The recluse passes away
several weeks later.
While in terms of the number of appearances, Miss Havisham is only a supporting role in
Great Expectations, her character is of significance for the story. She is the one who introduces
Pip to Estella, and who literally commands him to always love her, even “if she tears [his] heart
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to pieces.”27 Pip believes Havisham is the anonymous sponsor sending him to London to rise in
social ranks. When Pip brings it up in front of her, she does not deny it, even though she is not
the actual benefactor, leaving Pip in his idealistic belief that Havisham means good and
genuinely wants him to become a gentleman so that he can marry Estella in the end.
Akiko Takei gives an interesting psychiatric evaluation of Miss Havisham in her paper
“Miss Havisham and Victorian Psychiatry.” In Dickens’s time, Havisham’s alienation from
reality would have been regarded as “symptomatic of hysterical insanity.”28 According to Takei,
“the process of Miss Havisham’s illness is parallel to posttraumatic stress disorder”29 (PTSD)
from the modern viewpoint. She regards Havisham isolating herself as “a form of punishment”
for not fulfilling the “social roles” expected of women such as being a wife and mother. By
destroying all clocks, never taking her wedding dress off, and keeping all sunlight out of her
room, Havisham attempts to freeze time and shuts out any warmth from her life. The selfdictated social isolation further feeds her manic hysteria, rapid mood swings, and detachment
from reality. She soon finds herself in a place where she cannot keep reality and unreality apart,
but is still fully aware of her condition. Adopting Estella gives her life meaning again, and she
dedicates herself to protecting Estella from getting hurt. As the young girl grows up, Miss
Havisham’s mental illness progresses; she experiences that she can shape and manipulate the
child, and eventually sees in her the opportunity for vengeance on men. Maintaining control over
things and situations seems important to the diseased woman; an obsessive-compulsive behavior
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is reflected in her keeping all objects in their set place.30 Perverting the girl to love nothing and
nobody, and to only be interested in materialistic things such as her diamonds, eventually fires
back at Havisham; she is deeply hurt that Estella feels no love for her, even though it is a product
of her own teachings. While we may assume that Havisham herself was kind, loving, warm, and
naive before her heartbreak, it is interesting to observe that in order to protect Estella, Havisham
raised her to be tough and cold. While also hurting the intended victims, men, through Estella,
Miss Havisham herself seems to sustain the worst heartache yet again.
While Charles Dickens’s Great Expectations revolves around Pip—Pip is the narrator—
librettist John Olon-Scrymgeour and composer Dominick Argento wanted to spotlight the life
story of the mysterious recluse, Miss Havisham. Olon-Scrymgeour presented his libretto for a
monodrama called Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night to Dominick Argento sometime around
1977; it portrays the brokenhearted lady in what is a single mad scene, a snapshot from a day in
the life of Miss Havisham after she had been jilted, and had already adopted Estella. At the end
of the libretto Estella comes into the room and sits by Havisham’s feet, as Miss Havisham says
that she “will tell [her] all about men.”31 From this we can conclude the time of the setting
sometime during Estella’s pre-teen or teenage years. Argento’s score specifies the time and place
as “Satis House, Essex, England, c. 1850,” and “Miss Havisham’s dressing room.”32
As mentioned before, Argento presented Olon-Scrymgeour’s libretto Miss Havisham’s
Wedding Night to soprano Beverly Sills in 1977 and suggested that a full-length opera could be
written about Havisham. After Sills and New York City Opera Managing Director and conductor
30
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Julius Rudel agreed on the subject matter, Argento asked Olon-Scrymgeour to write the libretto
for a full-length opera, titled Miss Havisham’s Fire. While waiting for this libretto to be finished,
Argento composed music for the Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night libretto, intending for it to be
used as an epilogue at the end of Miss Havisham’s Fire. When he “realized how long [the
libretto for Fire] was, [he] shortened”33 this epilogue. The opera in two eighty-minute acts
premiered in 1979. However, the actual monodrama Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night was not
premiered until 1981.
As a central idea that would allow for her story to be told in flashbacks, they added “an
examiner’s inquest into the death of Miss Havisham, with her relatives and staff called back to
testify.”34 To be able to retell more intimate parts of the lady’s life, Argento and OlonScrymgeour created the role of Nanny Grace Helen Broome. The character of Orlick was given
more importance in the original version of 1979 by making him one of the main suspects;
Argento cut this added storyline for the 1995 revision.
Olon-Scrymgeour’s libretto sensitively treats the complex character of Miss Havisham,
and adapts Dickens’s style and language; however, only a few lines in the libretto are direct or
slightly modified quotes from Great Expectations. A central quote stems from Dickens’s chapter
eight in which Miss Havisham says: “I am tired” and “I want diversion, and I have done with
men and women”;35 in Olon-Scrymgeour’s libretto we find her saying “I have done with all
mankind and want diversion,” as well as “I have done with all mankind … I am tired.” In chapter
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twenty-nine, Havisham refers to herself as “a queen,”36 which the librettist expands on during the
first half of the monodrama. Havisham’s “steady memory,”37 pointed out by Estella in chapter
thirty-eight, is the basis for one of the last climaxes in the monodrama (at rehearsal no. 47). The
imagery of the “neglected garden” which Olon-Scrymgeour’s Havisham associates with her
withered happiness, finds mention in both chapter eleven and chapter twenty-nine.38 The very
first appearance Miss Havisham makes in the monodrama carrying “a bare candle”39 refers
directly to a scene from chapter thirty-eight in which the deranged Havisham wanders through
Satis House at night.
Throughout the entire novel, one does not learn Miss Havisham’s given name; to create
more intimacy and sympathy for her, the librettist gives her the first name of Aurelia (from Latin
aureus = golden);40 in one phrase Aurelia describes her younger self as “Young Miss Aurelia
with her golden hair.”41 The first name of Miss Havisham’s fiancé, Compeyson, is also
unknown; to create and display intimate moments in which Aurelia imaginarily sings to her
beloved fiancé, Olon-Scrymgeour and Argento needed to give him a first name, as it would have
rung hollow if the infatuated woman would have addressed her lover by his last name; they
named him Matthew Compeyson—Aurelia also calls him Matt—which may be considered a
rather confusing choice as Aurelia’s cousin’s name is also Matthew (Pocket). Matthew Pocket is
Havisham’s only relative that is not greedy for her money; all others frequently assemble in the
36
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lady’s house to superficially pity and adulate her, as they hope to be in her last will. In chapter
eleven of Great Expectations, these aforementioned relatives gossip about Matthew (Pocket) in
front of Miss Havisham, when suddenly she stops her continuous walking in circles, and sternly
says “Matthew will come see me at last” and that he will be sitting right by her head when they
will lay her out on her table.42 Perhaps, by choosing this first name for Compeyson, OlonScrymgeour wanted to cast a new, ambiguous light on Havisham’s peculiar behavior, as
described above.
In musical and dramatic regards, it only makes sense that Olon-Scrymgeour changes the
time of Havisham being jilted and stopping all clocks from Dickens’s 8:40 AM to 9 AM. This
gives the composer ample opportunities to symbolically set the number to music and to associate
specific events with the ringing chimes of a clock, or church bells, at an actual full hour.43
Miss Havisham’s Fire (1979, rev. 1995) and Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night (1981)
All three musicians involved in the commission of the opera were at the peak of their
careers at this point—Argento had just won the Pulitzer Prize, Miss Havisham’s Fire was to be
Rudel’s last production as Managing Director, and Beverly Sills was to take over his position, as
she was going to retire from her professional stage career. At first, Sills suggested an opera
around “Empress Carlota of Mexico,”44 and Argento asked his friend and teaching colleague at
the University of Minnesota, Charles Nolte, to write the libretto. Nolte, who had already
collaborated with Argento on The Voyage of Edgar Allan Poe (1976), started writing
immediately. A few months later, Argento told Sills about Olon-Scrymgeour’s libretto Miss
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Havisham’s Wedding Night. She “responded enthusiastically to the idea of an opera based on the
character of Miss Havisham,” and Argento agreed, although at first “disappointed about
dropping the Carlota idea,” to write a full-length opera on Dickens’s jilted bride for her.45
Fate had it that Sills had to withdraw from the production only months before the
premiere due to a cancer recurrence, and while she had asked Argento to write “a tour de force”46
that would “leave [her] feeling like a wrung-out rag,”47 this physically most demanding role was
too big to be filled by only one person at such short notice. The role was split; Gianna Rolandi
performed the first act, portraying Miss Havisham as the young bride, while Rita Shane was her
old and demented counterpart in the second act. Argento partly holds the splitting of the role
responsible for the premiere’s failure on March 22, 1979, as all the “sympathy” one developed
for the loving, jilted bride in the first act was gone by the second act when “a totally different
character” with a completely different voice entered the stage.48
Critics complained about too much repetition, as well as the opera’s length; the day after
the premiere, Harold Schonberg writes in his review for The New York Times that the last mad
scene “seems to go on forever.”49 Further, he finds Olon-Scrymgeour’s ideas for the plot and
libretto intriguing, but criticizes Argento’s music (he misspells his name, “Arggento”) as
“featureless” and “awkwardly conceived.”50 Already during the rehearsals, conductor Julius
Rudel had advocated making cuts to the final scene; Argento complied, “but Scrymgeour would
45
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not.”51 After the failed premiere, cuts were applied, and “twenty minutes [were] gone by the
closing night.”52 This would mark “the end of [the friendship] between Argento and OlonScrymgeour.53 However, not all reviews were as critical as The New York Times’s. Paul Hume
for The Washington Post compares Argento’s “striking writing” to that of “Strauss and Mahler,”
and adds that “elegance and a grand, splendid sound are all to be heard in ‘Miss Havisham.’”54
Hume does however criticize the excessive length, and repetition, and advises to make cuts.
Argento calls Miss Havisham’s Fire “the biggest failure of [his] career” and adds that “no
other failure before or since has hurt nearly as much,”55 because he considers it to be “the best
music [he] could possibly write.”56 The rest of the year 1979 was spent attempting to save the
work by making cuts, rearranging scenes, and other adjustments, but all work was fruitless. The
task was one that was too emotional, and it took the composer until 1995 to be able to
objectively revise the opera. In an interview for the Opera News journal which reported the thenupcoming revision premiere in 2001 in Saint Louis, Argento explains: “It became such a white
elephant, and it sat there, and nobody was going to touch it in its present form. I thought, I just
can’t let it sit there like that. I just wanted to get it right.”57
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While the two acts of the original version ran about eighty minutes each, the revised
version cuts them down to about fifty minutes each. In order not to compromise the stylistic
integrity and continuity, Argento decided not to write any new music but to only use the existing
score. The highly acclaimed and well-received Saint Louis production went back to the original
idea of having only one soprano, Erie Mills, perform the role of Miss Havisham.
Back in 1979, Argento realized that he wasn’t capable of revising Miss Havisham’s Fire
yet. However, he believed he could save at least parts of it by going back to the original
monodrama libretto Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, which served in an “abbreviated form as
its [Miss Havisham’s Fire’s] epilogue.”58 He reinstated previously cut lines of the original
libretto, composed some new music, and reduced the instrumentation so it would roughly match
the chamber personnel of a successful monodrama he had written in 1974: A Water Bird Talk.
Both operas deal with marriage—A Water Bird Talk is about a husband who is sick of being
bullied and domineered over by his wife. Argento advises to perform A Water Bird Talk first
when programmed in a double bill together with Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, as the latter
uses a slightly expanded orchestra. A Water Bird Talk employs a flute, oboe, clarinet, French
horn, one percussionist, harp, piano and celesta, and a string quintet consisting of a first violin,
second violin, viola, cello, and bass; Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night adds a bassoon, trumpet,
tuba, organ and harmonium, and expands the percussion battery. Miss Havisham’s Wedding
Night proved to be successful and effective at its premiere on May 1, 1981 at the Minnesota
Opera.59 Argento has a liking for the genre of the monodrama, which Dr. Joe Dowell defines as
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“a musical or operatic stage work for one singer, with orchestral or piano accompaniment”60 in
his dissertation “The Monodrama, As Represented by Dominick Argento’s A Water Bird Talk.”
Argento regards the monodrama as “a chain of soliloquies,” and sees in it the chance to explore
and create a character’s soul and emotions “through music.”61
Continuing to deal with the disappointment of Miss Havisham’s Fire, Argento
incorporated a melody from the opera into his next orchestral work. Fire Variations uses as its
theme a blacksmith work song tune that Argento composed for Great Expectations character Pip.
Consisting of a theme, eight variations and a finale, Fire Variations is modeled after Brahms’s
Haydn Variations (Variations on a Theme by Joseph Haydn, Op. 56); the premiere was
performed by the Fargo-Moorhead Symphony Orchestra on April 24, 1982, at Concordia College
in Moorhead, Minnesota.
When comparing Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night with the epilogue of the 1995 revision
of Miss Havisham’s Fire, several cuts are noticeable. The celestial section of Wedding Night’s
rehearsal no. 8 is missing completely in Fire (“the silent galaxies. Up to darkness, to black. But
how? No matter. Up.”). The same applies to the mad scene arioso “Well they shall have it”; the
entire section between rehearsal no. 14 and m. 6 of rehearsal no. 15 is cut. Havisham’s
monologue at rehearsal no. 21 is condensed considerably. In Miss Havisham’s Fire, “true love
should never… grasp!” goes straight into “No, Nanny, please don’t go,” leaving out over an
entire page of recitative from Wedding Night; a detail that may be of further interest for the
performer is the different notation of “grasp” in the two versions. While in Wedding Night, it
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follows an eighth rest, is notated as a parlato Sprechstimme eighth note, and uses a period as
punctuation, Argento writes a Sprechstimme sixteenth note with a marcato accent on the
downbeat in Fire, along with the instruction sforzato - feroce (fierce).
Further, the entire arioso “Something else is slipping by out there” from Wedding Night
(rehearsal no. 27 to 31) is missing in Fire, as well as the first two lines of the Alla cadenza
recitative before rehearsal no. 38 (“I am tired”). The largest cut, however, happens to the sections
between rehearsal nos. 40 and 50, which are not present in the 1995 version of Miss Havisham’s
Fire.
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CHAPTER 2
MUSICAL ANALYSIS
Introduction
Dominick Argento’s compositional style is a conglomeration of many different elements; the
composer himself lists some of them in his Catalogue Raisonné:
A penchant for incorporating forms of popular music …; parodies of earlier types
of serious music …; a twelve-tone technique bearing little resemblance to its
inventor’s usage; and rampant and unapologetic lyricism.1
During the compositional process, instinct and spontaneity are fundamental. When
analyzing Dominick Argento’s music, it is of utmost importance to understand that Argento
regards “his art as essentially emotional”2 rather than intellectual, and that his “whole purpose is
to write beautiful music.”3 He wants to touch and move the listener. This may seem a
contradiction when considering that much of Argento’s mature music makes ample use of
twelve-tone technique, an intellectual procedure with which the composer generates pitch
collections, melody, and harmony from different variations of a primary row of the twelve
pitches. However, the composer found a way of writing “very beautiful music using the
technique,”4 and gives credit for that to Luigi Dallapiccola. With a training background in
cryptography, and a life-long interest in solving puzzles and cracking codes, it seems likely that
Dominick Argento, who regards composing as “a higher form of problem solving,”5 would
eventually develop a penchant for the logically rooted twelve-tone technique. He does however
1
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not adhere to the rules strictly, and merely regards the technique as one out of several tools in a
toolbox. He bends the rules freely if text and emotional content call for it. The rows are carefully
constructed, almost always allowing possibility to create tonal sonorities from them, making his
music “rarely atonal.”6 As a matter of fact, most harmonic formations are either a result of
several simultaneous linear rows (or row fragments), or of vertical arrangement (chords,
sometimes clusters) of a row. However, if the content calls for it, there will also be music
completely free from any twelve-tone concepts, resulting at times in fully tonal segments (often
in sections of parody or popular music), or at other times, in quartal and quintal harmony.
Lyricism is quintessential to Argento’s operatic writing. Especially in recitative-like
sections, Argento’s highly intervallic melodies with their occasional large leaps can at times be
difficult to sing, but they always seem to “sit” well in the voice, and usually range in a medium
tessitura; course of melody as well as rhythm are speech-derived and seem to emulate natural
inflection. A higher tessitura is almost always approached in a comfortably lyrical, Italianate
fashion.
Argento often chooses prose such as letters or journal entries over poetry as a textual
source, and values its higher degree of intimacy.7 The drama and the text always decide over the
music—the orchestra “underscores” and “interprets”8 the psychologically multi-layered

6

Ibid., 46.

7

Ibid., 54, 112.

8

Ibid., 81.
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characters and events. The music expresses “emotions too deep for words.”9 The theme of “selfdiscovery”10 runs through Dominick Argento’s oeuvre like a common thread.
The composer does not regard himself as an innovator, and is instead content with
working with the means that have been established before. Instead of trying to be with the latest
trends, Argento strives for the following qualities in his compositions: “beauty, intelligence,
genuineness, absence of showiness, humanity.”11
Argento’s Twelve-Tone Technique
It is fascinating to think of Dominick Argento’s evolution from the young student in his
twenties who did not want to be pushed into a dodecaphonic direction by Dallapiccola, to the
mature composer of Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night who derives most of the piece from his
own adaption of the twelve-tone technique. The opera Christopher Sly, written in 1962, is
Argento’s first piece that makes use of a row, and his Variations for Orchestra of 1965 is the
first composition “to be entirely derived from a twelve-note row.”12 Argento regards twelve-tone
as a technique that helps him generate pitch materials and thereby gives him “much greater
creative freedom” as it allows him to focus on “more important matters, such as shape, texture,
and mood.”13 It has to be stressed again that Argento’s maxim is to reach and move the audience;
his art is not intended to be primarily intellectual. The result is an interesting approach that
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Ibid., 90.
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Ibid., xviii.
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Ibid., 121.
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Ibid., 45.
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Ibid., 46.
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“[bends] an uncongenial technique of composition to serve [his] own purposes”;14 in other
words, Argento will deviate from the technique and manipulate rows frequently if the drama and
emotional content call for it. Argento applies twelve-tone rows “toward a tonal system”15 and
hereby often builds functional relations and resolution concepts between notes or chordal
structures. The composer carefully constructs his rows; most of the times, a row will in itself
include tonal sonorities, and so does the row designed for Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night. The
twelve-tone matrix of Figure 2.1 shows the original prime row (Miss Havisham row), P-0, in the
top line; all its chromatic transpositions are marked with the letter P, followed by a number that
indicates its distance in half steps from P-0. From right to left are all retrograded rows (R), from
top to bottom the prime row’s inversions (I), and from bottom to top the retrograded inversions
(RI).

Figure 2.1 Twelve-tone matrix of Miss Havisham row, used in Dominick Argento’s Miss
Havisham’s Wedding Night; generated by author.
14

Ibid., 12.

15

Eric Garton, Dominick Argento’s “From the Diary of Virginia Woolf”: Elements of Tonality in Twelve
Tone Composition (Pittsburgh, PA: Duquesne University, 1986), 43.
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When examining the original prime row P-0, one will recognize a pitch collection
following the initial Bb that makes up an F major sonority (C, F, A); the A shifts down by a half
step, and so does the entire F major chord: G#, B, and E constitute an E major chord. The last
five respectively four notes make up a dissonant cluster. This last tetrachord which consists of
two minor seconds that are a major third apart is in its transpositions the most used sequence in
the entire opera.
Form Considerations
Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night is rhapsodic in form, meaning it does not follow any
standard formal concepts. Merriam-Webster dictionary defines a rhapsody as “a piece of music
that is meant to express a lot of emotion and does not have a regular form.”16 The choice of the
free formal concept is clearly derived from the dramatic nature of the content and the main
character’s mental illness that manifests itself in rapidly changing moods, hysteria, and a surreal
perception of time. Argento himself says about the form of the opera that “it doesn’t ‘inform’ the
work, it is the work.”17 In other words, the musical form follows and complies with Miss
Havisham’s progressing mental confusion; the opera which is quintessentially one single, long
mad scene, is therefore a prime example of how “the affective content of [Argento’s] music
seems to depend less on intrinsic form than on some narrative element.”18 Argento carefully
constructs the opera with shorter instrumental sections, ariosos with imaginative
accompaniments, and recitatives over often only a pedal tone, a bass drum roll, or completely
16

Merriam-Webster: Dictionary, s.v. “rhapsody,” accessed July 8, 2016, http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/rhapsody.
17
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without orchestra. The use of pedal tones is an important formal device as it creates tonal centers
at which one arrives and from which one departs, and it ties together the rhapsodic sequence of
thoughts and musical ideas. They also “give a sense of suspense.”19
In the vast majority of twentieth-century compositions including those of Bartók,
Stravinsky, and Schoenberg, one will find the essence of the piece—often a specific intervallic
and rhythmic structure—in the very first measures. Examples can be found in literally any piece
from Bartók’s Microcosm, or in Stravinsky’s The Firebird in which virtually the entire ballet is
in one way or another derived from the opening measure. The “opening material” in Miss
Havisham’s Wedding Night also “begins to dictate its continuation.”20 The opera starts with a
theme that is going to be of vital importance, as it introduces the main harmonic concepts, as
well as the pitch material (the twelve-tone row) from which most melodies and accompaniment
are derived. While a rhapsody is free of formal constraints, a composer will serve the dramatic
intent in establishing recurring elements that the listener can recognize and make associations
with. The opening clock motif of mm. 1-3 (Figure 2.2) functions as such an anchor; it reappears
either almost identically (rehearsal no. 19), slightly changed through tempo modifications
(rehearsal nos. 23 and 45), or majorly stripped versions where for example only a distinct
rhythmic component is quoted (rehearsal nos. 26, 30, 47).
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Figure 2.2 Dominick Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, mm. 1-3, New York: Boosey &
Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal score, by Dominick
Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Two characteristics stand out: the repeated pedal tone Bb in the chime, and the three distinct
chords. The nine chime strikes resemble the time at which Miss Havisham’s future was doomed
as she received the message of her jilting husband. The unique chime sound references the
church, and the wedding. As mentioned above, the continuous rhythmic element returns at
several points in the opera in different tempi, always linked to the degree of Havisham’s
agitation. Under this aspect, the clock motif may also be a subtle musical expression of the heart
imagery of which Charles Dickens makes such ample use in Great Expectations; the consistent
musical pulse may perhaps be regarded as the heartbeat.
When first examining the pitch structure of this introduction, it quickly becomes clear
that Argento is using a twelve-tone concept, as all twelve pitches are represented before being
repeated; the only (unproblematic and “allowed”) exception is the pedal tone Bb which is present
throughout the section. Figure 2.2 has the pitch order of P-0; pitch 8, Eb, is deliberately displaced
to the very end, creating a dominant stress field to the chime pedal Bb. It is not visible in Figure
2.2, and follows in the successive score system. The tonally conceived row creates two major
chords that are only a half-step apart from each other (F major and E major, both in second
inversion), followed by a dissonance of C#, D, F#, and G. When adding the pedal Bb of the
chime to the pitch collection of this tone cluster, all four main triads can enharmonically be
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derived from it: major (F# major), minor (G minor), augmented (Bb augmented), and diminished
(G diminished). A further look into the aural, emotional, and psychological properties of this first
presentation of the clock motif can be found in Chapter 3: Orchestration, Figure 3.8. The clock
motif returns at rehearsal no. 19 and reminds Havisham of her fate; it is overlaid with her speechlike phrases (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 19, mm. 1-3, New York: Boosey &
Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal score, by Dominick
Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
More passionate and emotionally charged is the motif’s next representation at rehearsal
no. 23 (Figure 2.4); not only is the general pulse faster (52 beats per minute instead of 44), but
the chime actually plays a half-step higher (B), and in diminution, setting the pulse of the chime
strikes at 156 beats per minute. The original motif’s three measures are compressed into one: E
major in the harmonium and F major in the woodwinds sound simultaneously.
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Figure 2.4 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 23, mm. 1-3, row R-2 indicated, New
York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for
all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Another equally important recurring theme is the organ music that accompanies Miss
Havisham’s first appearance (Figure 2.5). Played by the harmonium, the theme consists of three
segments with differing beginnings and increasing lengths, always interrupted by the same low
Eb that marked the ending of the clock motif. The first one starts with a characteristic 4-3
suspension on Ab major, which cadences as a IV chord through Bb7 (V7) to Eb major (I) with a
4-3 suspension. The second segment shifts to G minor and begins with the first three notes of the
scale; it resolves on D major with a 4-3 suspension, and root movement by a fourth (A-D). The
third distinct section is the most dissonant and complex; it picks up D major, and resolves its F#
upwards in a leading-tone manner, and in countermotion to G minor, which then evolves into
more dissonant chordal structures; it cadences with a descending fifth (B-E) on E major.
Similarly to the clock motif’s three measures, the organ music theme grows more and more
complicated and obscure. While during the first and even second segment, one could think the
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music is just tonal, the third segment reveals that a more elaborate technique must form the basis
of the theme. In the bass line, the row P-10 invisibly connects the three dismembered segments;
R-6 is spread out across the top voice, with some notes repeated or interjected in between. The
alto line in the second and third fragments reveals the first tetrachord (1-4) of R-0, the first
tetrachord of R-5, and the first hexachord (1-6) of RI-5; there is a partly vertical representation of
RI-2’s first tetrachord between soprano and alto (which I circled in the example), three beats
before the last low Eb entrance before rehearsal no. 2. This resolution employs two leading tones
in contrary motion, D#-E, and A-G#.
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Figure 2.5 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 1, several rows indicated, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all
countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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The organ music theme recurs many times throughout the opera; it reflects the solemn
atmosphere of the forthcoming wedding, specifically Miss Havisham’s remembrance of it. The
increasing complexity of the music relates directly to the situation on the wedding day as well as
Miss Havisham’s current state of mind, many years after. For a more detailed discussion, see
Chapter 3: Orchestration, Harmonium vs. Organ.
Harmony and Melody
The organ music is an example of how the composer creates harmony through a linear
method by selecting and interweaving several individual rows or row fragments. At other times,
Argento will use a row only in the bass, while the other notes around it are chosen more freely.
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show row RI-2 spread out in the bass over several measures at rehearsal no.
2, interrupted by the low Eb, as well as the organ music (variation of the third segment, starting
with two leading tones in countermotion).

Figure 2.6 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 2, mm. 1-3, row RI-2 indicated, New
York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for
all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 2.7 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 2, mm. 5-7, row RI-2 indicated, New
York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for
all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Tonally conceived is the “Miss Anaesthesia” motif at m. 4 of rehearsal no. 5 (Figure 2.8)
which also returns at m. 5 of rehearsal no. 37. Here, the old recluse enjoys the warmth in her
chest that she gets from drinking brandy, and finds temporary solace and superficial lucidity.
Argento lets Miss Havisham humorously express her perhaps pretended tipsiness through means
or articulation and portamento technique on the word “Delighted.” The music starts in C major,
then immediately shifts to G major through means of its dominant D (V2). It then turns to B
minor and G minor (in first inversion), and unexpectedly lands on a pedal chord Db in first
inversion, with the seventh (Cb) in the voice. Interwoven into this tonal music are several row
fragments: over four measures, the bass line (in the viola) uses the first hexachord of P-2, with its
second note (D) veiled in its harmonic representation D major rather than the actual note D; the
D can however be found in both the voice as well as the second violin part. Similarly, the first
violin spreads the first hexachord of row P-6 over three measures, with its fourth note, Eb,
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missing. In addition, the second violin line starts with 5-9 of P-8, with the fifth and sixth note
interchanged.

Figure 2.8 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 5, mm. 4-9, several rows and
harmonies indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night:
Opera in One Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey &
Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show another example of rows being used in the bass as the
foundation of harmonic progressions. Here, at rehearsal no. 42, the composer fills out the spaces
between row’s longer tones with passing tones. The double-dotted rhythm motif, which had been
introduced earlier at rehearsal no. 4, carries a dark and queasy feeling. Sometimes, row tones will
be repeated, or the sequence is interjected with some earlier tones. The entire row RI-2 is
completed after eleven measures, then a new row starts (R-6), of which only the first eight notes
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are presented. Additionally, some row fragments can be found in both voice and orchestra, such
as 9-12 of RI-2 in the sixth measure, 1-4 of RI-0 in m. 3 of rehearsal no. 43, 1-6 of RI-0 in m. 4
and 1-7 of R-3 in m. 6.

Figure 2.9 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 42, mm. 1-6, row RI-2 indicated, New
York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for
all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 2.10 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 42, m. 7, no. 43, mm. 1-8, several
rows indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in
One Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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A combination of clock motif and row fragment can be found at rehearsal no. 47, where
the nine strongly accented orchestral downbeats make use of 5-12 of R-4 (Figures 2.11 and
2.12).

Figure 2.11 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 47, mm. 1-6, row R-4 indicated, New
York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for
all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 2.12 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 47, mm. 7-9, row R-4 and quartal
harmony indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night:
Opera in One Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey &
Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
At rehearsal no. 23, row R-2 is spread out in the top violin part (Figures 2.4 and 2.13),
while the rest of the music revolves around a pedal E and fanfares of D minor and C# minor, a
harmonic concept that fits 6-12 of RI-5. The voice continues C# minor scale material, and then
switches to G major or E natural minor, respectively, at “to prove my love to you.” Here, the
music switches back and forth between E minor and F# fully diminished, which then resolves to
E major with a 4-3 suspension (see Figure 3.34).
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Figure 2.13 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 23, mm. 4-8, row R-2 and harmonies
indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One
Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Two complex twelve-tone treatments can be witnessed at rehearsal no. 32 (Figure 2.14)
and 34 (Figure 2.15). While it can be determined rather quickly, that in Figure 2.14 all twelve
tones are being used within only two measures, it is more difficult to pinpoint which row
Argento is using, and how. The relationship between the second and third voice within the first
measure may give a clue: the pitch collection is E, F, A, Bb, which is the beginning of RI-3.
Ambiguous harmonies result, such as the simultaneous sounding of an augmented Db triad and a
D minor triad on beat four of the first measure, or an Ab major chord together with an A
diminished triad on the third beat of the second measure.

Figure 2.14 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 32, mm. 1-4, New York: Boosey &
Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal score, by Dominick
Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
The first three measures of rehearsal no. 34 (Figure 2.15) show an orchestral texture that
grows with every beat by adding another tone of row RI-6, the sequence determined partly by the
desired harmonic sound. On the first beat of the third measure, Argento creates a chord that
enharmonically consists of both Eb major and Eb minor; resolution concepts are reflected in a
falling fourth (G-D), a leading tone resolution downward (Bb-A), and a falling tritone (Bb-E).
Starting in the fifth measure, RI-10 is processed in similar fashion, resulting in a whole-tone
cluster structure on the third beat of the sixth measure, followed by an ambiguous harmony made
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up of a B minor triad in the top, Bb augmented in the middle, and a G minor chord in second
inversion in the bottom. Leading-tone resolutions exist in Eb-D and D-C#, and tritone resolutions
are seen from D to G#, and G# to D. The created sounds are a good example of Argento’s use of
bi-chordal and poly-chordal harmony in moments of the crassest manifestations of Havisham’s
insanity. Argento also frequently employs two different tonalities simultaneously. Examples of
such bitonality are examined in Chapter 3 in Figures 3.24, 3.25, and 3.26.

Figure 2.15 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 34, mm. 1-8, several rows and
harmonic concepts indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding
Night: Opera in One Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey
& Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Dominick Argento sometimes uses clusters, a technique devised and explored by his
teacher Henry Cowell, which builds harmony by stacking “adjacent scale members.”21 An
example of a chromatic (or twelve-tone) cluster can be seen in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.33 shows the
actual step-by-step stacking process of the resulting quintal (or pentatonic) harmony cluster of
Figure 2.16. Figure 2.16 is also a textbook example of a twentieth-century technique called
“planing,” in which a chordal structure is being shifted in parallel motion.22

Figure 2.16 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 11, m. 9, quintal harmony and
planing, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One
Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Quartal and quintal concepts are also used in Figures 2.17 and 2.18. For Argento, these
are “very neutral sounds”; he describes them as being “sexless.”23 The first two measures of
rehearsal no. 7 introduce the fifth of Eb and Bb. From the third measure on, the strings will
always tremolo between two notes that are a second a part, which then descend in steps of fifths.
The sequence of fifths consists of nine notes (Eb, Bb, F, C, G, D, A, E, B), and therefore
references the clock motif. Argento “love[s] using chains of fifths.”24
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Figure 2.17 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 7, mm. 1-4, quartal and quintal
concepts indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night:
Opera in One Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey &
Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.

Figure 2.18 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 7, mm. 5-6, harmonies and row RI-0
indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One
Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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The voice also frequently employs fourths and fifths melodically. In Figure 2.17, the
singer’s notes on “No, too close” are Eb, Ab, Db, with the Db being placed an octave lower. This
is followed by text-painting, expressing the word “Up” in an ascending Ab major scale.
Figure 2.7 and 2.19 show two more examples of linear use of quartal harmony. In both
cases, the composer uses the interval of the fourth to emulate the natural inflection of speech.
The fourths in Figure 2.19 on “And all in green as I requested” ascend stepwise, expressing
rising excitement, while the fourths in Figure 2.7 on “Come in, come in” descend in an almost
snarky way, supported by the exaggerated articulation. Figure 2.20 shows the orchestra’s “Come
in, come in” imitation, adding further sarcasm by employing two interlocking fifths that are a
half-step apart; those pitches (C, Db, F, Gb) belong to the end of the prime row P-11.

Figure 2.19 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 8, m. 8, vocal line, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all
countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.

Figure 2.20 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 3, mm. 1-2, row P-11 indicated, New
York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for
all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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A recurring motif is Miss Havisham’s recitative-like declaration “I have done with all
mankind” which always makes use of R-1. At its initial presentation at the beginning of the
opera, the first eleven pitches of the row are used (Figure 2.21); Havisham deflects that she
“want[s] diversion.”

Figure 2.21 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 2, m. 8, row R-1 indicated, New
York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for
all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
The second statement in the Alla Cadenza after rehearsal no. 37 (Figure 2.22) breaks up
after the first seven notes of the row and drifts into a soliloquy about all the things she is “tired
of.” Another expressive device in Havisham’s speech here are the large-intervals (major seventh
on “have got,” and major ninth on “have lost”). Several rows and row fragments are also
employed: 1-5 of R-5 on “Tired of what I have got”; 1-12 of RI-3 on “walk in this room now”;
and 1-4 of RI-9 on “I command you!”25

25

Note that this is one of the few recitatives in which Havisham is completely alone, without any sort of
orchestral accompaniment.
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Figure 2.22 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 37, m. 13, several rows and interval
leaps indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera
in One Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes,
Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
The last return of the “I have done” motif happens during the recitative following
rehearsal no. 50 (Figure 3.20). At first, only pitches 1-7 of R-1 are being used, but the complete
row finds its presentation shortly after (“before you go,” Figure 2.23).
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Figure 2.23 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 50, mm. 8-9, harmonies and row R-1
indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One
Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Thus far, we have encountered either presentations of entire rows—whether interjected
with other notes or motifs or not—or fragments of rows such as tetrachords, hexachords, and
others. The sequence of notes was mostly regular, with an occasionally displaced note; however,
sometimes the order of notes will be completely mixed up. “Ah, my love, my coney” at rehearsal
no. 54 jumbles up the order of the first hexachord of RI-5 [1 2 5 6 4 3] in order to create a
leading-tone resolution in every note pair, each a minor third higher than its predecessor (F#-G,
Bb-A, C-B; Figure 2.24). Three measures later, RI-6 is being treated similarly on “My sweet, my
pretty,” with a row order of [2 5 6 4 3] (Figure 2.25).
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Figure 2.24 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 54, mm. 1-3, row RI-5 indicated,
New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for
all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.

Figure 2.25 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 54, m. 5, row RI-6 indicated, New
York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for
all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Parody
Argento’s sense of humor is reflected in his music. He often incorporates elements of
popular music or parodies of older music. Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night has at least two
ariosos that fall into this category: “Limp down the aisle” at rehearsal no. 12 is marked con
parodia— “like a Victorian comic song” and gives a short glimpse of Miss Havisham having
some fun (Figure 2.26), or at least acting like it in irony. The song in Gb major is accompanied
simply by the strings and percussion; the composer is not parodying a specific song or tune, but
is “thinking of that sort of typical sound of Victorian music hall,” of which the “off-beat” in “the
percussion” is “typical.”26 Articulations and tempo modifications suggest tipsiness, as Miss
Havisham sings of being “drunk as you please on valerian.” It momentarily portrays her in a

26

Dominick Argento, Interview by author, personal interview, Appendix A, Minneapolis, July 17, 2016.
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perfect place of fun and laughter, and makes no use of a twelve-tone row. However, the dark
reality of her wedding day suddenly interrupts fanfare-like in the voice and trumpet, and with
pitch material from row RI-9, first utilizing only the first hexachord, then presenting the entire
row (Figure 2.27 and 2.28). This wedding day motif returns at rehearsal no. 15, there using pitch
material of RI-11, and is later transformed into the jilted bride’s confession “I am the mad Miss
Havisham,” at rehearsal no. 39, as well as at rehearsal no. 48, both using RI-9.

Figure 2.26 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 12, mm. 1-2, New York: Boosey &
Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal score, by Dominick
Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 2.27 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 12, m. 8, no. 13, mm. 1-5, row RI-9
indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One
Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.

Figure 2.28 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 13, mm. 6-8, row RI-9 indicated,
New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for
all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Another playful scene shows the old recluse giggling in a child-like manner as she makes
up nursery-rhymes (Figure 2.29). Again, the section is completely functional as it cadences from
its tonic Ab to the subdominant Db (IV), then over dominant Eb7 (V7) back to Ab; no rows are
being used. This arioso is one of the three spots where Argento prescribes an actual key signature
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(Ab major). The celestial section at rehearsal no. 8 (Figure 3.5) employs a Gb major key
signature. The bright and festive wedding music in D major of rehearsal no. 52 (Figure 3.29)
tonally references the young bride’s “Handelian aria in D major, ‘The sun has risen,’”27 from
Argento’s full-length opera Miss Havisham’s Fire.

Figure 2.29 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 21, mm. 27-30, key and harmonic
functions indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night:
Opera in One Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey &
Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Argento humbly explains his occasional parodies and imitations as his way “to link the
little things [he is] doing with the larger world of which [he] wish[es] to be part.”28

27

Braun, “Rekindling ‘Miss Havisham’s Fire,’” 30-33.

28

Argento, Catalogue Raisonné, 55.
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CHAPTER 3
ORCHESTRATION
Chamber Instrumentation
Not only is Dominick Argento an excellent composer for singers, who knows the voice
intimately in its capacities and limitations; he is also a very gifted and imaginative orchestrator
with an almost inexhaustible color palette. While the process of composing “is sometimes a
struggle,” orchestrating “is always an enjoyable and easy task” for Argento.1
Director of the New York City Opera Julius Rudel, who conducted the premiere of Miss
Havisham’s Fire, praises Argento’s “very skillful and varied orchestration.”2 Sudden bursts and
ever-new sound combinations surprise the listener. The orchestra is deeply involved in the
psychology and drama of the opera; it not only underscores characters and happenings, but also
interprets them and often presents another psychological layer. By doing so, Argento adds depth
to the characters and makes them more realistic. In the case of Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night,
the orchestra even engages in dialogue with the singer. It also foreshadows, and sometimes
functions as a type of narrator. Argento himself describes his orchestral treatment:
For me, the idea is that the orchestra is telling a story. The characters are only up there to
give points to it. The orchestra telling a story can only talk in generalities, no specifics.
The characters are on stage, so you associate that character with that music, and the
music gives the character a life. I never think of the orchestra as accompanying the
characters on stage—the characters on stage are accompanying the orchestra.3

To enhance the intimacy of the monodrama (and to make productions more affordable),
the composer chose a chamber instrumentation; it consists of single winds (one flute, one oboe,
1

Argento, Catalogue Raisonné, 14.

2

Mott, A Performer’s Analysis, 31.

3

Dominick Argento, Interview by author, personal interview, Appendix A, Minneapolis, July 17, 2016.
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one clarinet, one bassoon, one French horn, one trumpet, one tuba), harp, piano and celesta (both
played by one person), harmonium and organ (both played by one person), a string quintet
consisting of one first violin, second violin, viola, cello and bass, as well as a fairly large
percussion battery that can be covered by one person (with the one exception being the very last
measure; see below).
Much of the orchestration’s colorfulness is thanks to the extended percussion
instrumentation. Argento regards the piano as a rather “cold”4 sounding instrument, and uses it
often (and the harp occasionally) in a percussive context (Figure 2.17, with tuba and tam-tam).
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show another example of the percussive use of the piano and harp;
the glockenspiel’s high range adds further bite, creating a sharp, metal-like sound, similar to the
beating of an anvil. At this point, Miss Havisham is reliving the exact moment of her wedding
day when she realized that her fiancé had jilted her. As Havisham is moving around the room
furiously, the music underscores her mental state. Four entire rows are employed, starting with
RI-2, which shares its last note C with the beginning of the next row, R-5, which in turn shares
its last two notes, F and Eb, with the beginning of I-7. P-3 follows I-7 in the middle of the fourth
measure of rehearsal no. 36, and its last tetrachord (E, F, A, Bb) can be found in the subsequent
measure in the flute. Expressing her anger and determination, this section leads into the perhaps
most dramatic moment of the entire opera, when Miss Havisham destroys the clock and the
pendulum case by striking them with a poker.

4

Argento, Catalogue Raisonné, 176.
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Figure 3.1 Dominick Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 35, m. 8, no. 36, mm. 1-3,
several rows indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night:
Opera in One Act, full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes,
Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 3.2 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 36, mm. 4-6, several rows
indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One
Act, full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright
for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 3.2 exemplifies Argento’s ingenious climactic orchestration: the tutti orchestra
runs into a twelve-tone cluster (ten notes are actually being sustained in the orchestra; the
missing C# and G# are present in the glissandi of the glockenspiel, which I circled in the
example) which is supposed to be played as loud as possible (forte possibile). Adding the organ
at full force (con tutta forza) completes the coup; time literally seems to stand still as the
orchestra holds this most horrifying chord in a fermata, and repeats it a second time for
Havisham’s second strike. The latter is reinforced by the entering bass drum roll, which remains
in the background while the rest of the orchestra cuts off; the eerie roll erupts yet again as Miss
Havisham, realizing she is doomed, screams “What shall I do now” (Figure 3.3).5 The fourth
measure of rehearsal no. 37 presents another detail: Argento wants the piano player to sustain the
chord (tritone Eb–A in octaves) and to hold down the sustain pedal throughout the entire
duration of the bass drum roll (see circle marking in the example), creating some eerie and
atmospheric sympathetic resonance in the piano.6 Argento may have been inspired to use this
avant-garde technique by Henry Cowell.
Figure 3.4 shows another example of the ominous rolling of the bass drum in the
background at rehearsal no. 4, alternating with the tam-tam; rehearsal no. 6 employs the same
treatment. While Miss Havisham goes into an arioso about calling herself the “Queen,” the bass
drum conveys darkness and disaster.

5

“What shall I do now” creates a link to rehearsal no. 2 where she repeatedly says “What”; OlonScrymgeour and Argento add in a note in the score that her “unspoken thought is: ‘What shall I do now?’” In
chapter 49 of Dickens’s Great Expectations, in realization of her perverted corruption of Estella, Miss Havisham
hysterically repeats the words “What have I done?”
6

The holding of the piano’s sustain pedal allows the strings to vibrate freely, initiated from the frequencies
of the rolling bass drum.
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Figure 3.3 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 37, mm. 1-4, piano sustain
indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One
Act, full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright
for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.

Figure 3.4 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 4, mm. 1-3, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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The celestial atmosphere of rehearsal no. 8 is created through an intimate orchestration
consisting of harp, celesta, oboe, flute, and violin in canonic writing. Argento applies an
interesting trick of morphing the timbre through textural change seven measures later (Figure
3.5). The ensemble holds and swells on an Eb7 chord; at the end of the swell, all woodwinds and
brass cut off, while the strings remain. While the chord remains, the timbre changes abruptly. A
short recitative by Havisham follows, and traditionally, string ensembles often apply little to
none vibrato during recitatives. While not explicitly marked in the score, a reasoned application
of vibrato may add further depth and contrast. While warmth in sound during the swell is
achieved through letting an increasing, then decreasing use of vibrato lead the dynamic change,
no vibrato (senza vibrato) will make the sound colder and more sterile.
The temple blocks used early on at rehearsal no. 2, paired with the very first words we
hear Miss Havisham say, sound obscure and estranged, and accompany the mad woman’s
haggard physique and jerky motions well (Figure 3.6).
In the vamp (or ostinato) in m. 5 of rehearsal no. 22, the temple blocks are used together
with the clarinets in a humorous way (Figure 3.7). This section accompanies Miss Havisham as
she drifts off into a somewhat childish episode, parodying a broad English dialect. During
several instances in the full opera, Miss Havisham’s Fire, the temple blocks are used to express
amusement, pastime, or child-like play.
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Figure 3.5 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 8, mm. 5-6, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 3.6 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 1, m. 3, no. 2, mm. 1-3,
New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all
countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 3.7 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 22, m. 5, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
The clock motif is a central theme of the opera. Figure 3.8 shows the orchestration of the
clock motif at the beginning of the piece; the first of the three chords that revolve around the
continuous chime strikes is the “warmest.” The Bb of the chime adds a perfect fourth to the F
major chord and, paired with the timbre of woodwinds and celesta, creates a bright sound.
Shifted down by a half step, the E major chord of the second measure already sounds more
nebulous; the tritone relation between the chord’s root and the chime create a field of tension. Set
very low in all three brass instruments as well as the harp, the dark sound foreshadows doom.
The third chord however is the most obscure, and not only because of its dissonant pitch
collection (see Musical Analysis for more detail); it is given to the string section (without bass)
and the piano. The muted tone of the strings (con sordino) paired with the lifeless open-string
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sound of first and second violin, and the coldness of the piano create an unpleasant atmosphere.
It is Argento’s brilliant orchestration that perfectly portrays the mold and mildew of the timeless
darkness in which the recluse lives.
In the previous example, the harp is used in the second chord of the clock motif to add
depth and color to the sound cloud. At rehearsal no. 26 (Figure 3.9), the harp takes over the role
of the chime: it presents the nine strikes of the clock. Here, the use of harp is similar to that of
Gustav Mahler: the harp is symbolically being associated with time. Mahler starts the last
movement (Der Abschied) of his Das Lied von der Erde (The Song of the Earth) with twelve
harp strikes; the twelfth strike sets an increasing tempo in motion. The same movement includes
another typical example: Mahler’s treatment of rhythm between m. 34 and 46 obscure the
perception of time by switching back and forth between duplet and triplet rhythms.
Figure 3.10 shows another example of Argento of the harp as a carrier of time, or
timelessness; while all other instruments stop or sustain at one measure before rehearsal no. 32,
the harp carries on its seemingly endless two-note ostinato, like a perpetuum mobile.
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Figure 3.8 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, mm. 1-3, New York: Boosey &
Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by Dominick
Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights
reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 3.9 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 26, mm. 1-6, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.

Figure 3.10 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 31, mm. 3-8, no. 32, m. 1,
several rows indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night:
Opera in One Act, full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes,
Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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An example of musical symbolism, which Argento “likes,”7 leads into the aforementioned section; following Miss Havisham’s statement “Time, there is plenty of time,” the
orchestra creates a rhythmic cluster at rehearsal no. 31 that literally expresses the abundance of
“time.” The polyrhythmic texture consists of many different rhythmic cells that quickly alternate
among the different instruments (Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.11 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 31, mm. 1-2, row RI-5
indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One
Act, full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright
for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
7

Dominick Argento, Interview by author, personal interview, Appendix A, Minneapolis, July 17, 2016.
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Furthermore, the accented notes outline the row RI-5 and then end in a fermata cluster consisting
of notes 1-4 (A#, B, D#, E) of RI-9. The same textural concept is repeated at rehearsal no. 33,
now starting a half step higher, and outlining row R-10, followed by row I-11, with note 10 (F)
displaced to end the phrase (Figure 3.14; please note that while the piano vocal score simplifies
the polyrhythmic cluster through tremolo notation, the orchestra actually plays in the same
manner as in Figures 3.10 and 3.11).

Figure 3.12 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 32, m. 7, no. 33, mm. 1-7, several
rows indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in
One Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
The first rhythmic cluster at rehearsal no. 31 (Figure 3.11) is an example of Argento
increasing the tension not only by applying gradual dynamic changes, but by making the texture
denser. This common technique can be found throughout the score, such as at rehearsal nos. 4
and 6, four measures before rehearsal no. 20, and between rehearsal nos. 42 and 46 (Figures
3.13, 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.17). Starting out with only an accompanying cello and a viola that seems
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to lead a dialogue with Havisham at the beginning of her arioso about men (Figure 3.13), the
composer gradually adds instruments: the first violin in the third measure of rehearsal no. 43
(Figure 3.14), the second violin a measure later, and the bass at rehearsal no. 44. Timpani and all
four woodwinds enter two or three measures before rehearsal no. 45, respectively (Figure 3.15),
followed by the horn at rehearsal no. 45 (Figure 3.16), and the rest of the brass two measures
later, before culminating in an accelerated (Più mosso, now at a pulse of 60 instead of the initial
44 beats per minute from the beginning) and enhanced (fortissimo dynamics, use of organ) clock
motif.

Figure 3.13 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 42, mm. 1-5, row RI-2
indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One
Act, full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright
for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 3.14 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 42, mm. 6-7, no. 43, no.
44, mm. 1-4, several rows indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s
Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by
Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 3.15 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 44, mm. 5-7, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 3.16 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 45, mm. 1-5, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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A good example of Argento’s use of extended instrumental techniques follows the abovementioned arioso at the Presto in Figure 3.17. The flutter-tongue effect in the flute in unison with
the voice creates a nightmarish sound, underlining Havisham’s lunacy. Usage and context recall
Benjamin Britten’s Curlew River, in which a flutter-tonguing solo flute “[suggests] both the
mental state of the Madwoman and also the curlews she identifies with.”8 Argento was
introduced to Britten’s operas through his teacher Hugo Weisgall during the early 1950s, and
was influenced by the music without a doubt. In “homage” to Britten, Argento quotes a line from
Peter Grimes in Miss Havisham’s Fire.9 Two rows are being employed: the flute and voice
follow the first hexachord of RI-10, while the oboe utilizes the first hexachord of R-2; the oboe
plays 1-10 of R-2 in the fourth measure, while 11 (D) and 12 (C) are in the sustained chord.10
The flutter-tongue in the flute is preceded by an extended technique for the strings, namely the
snap pizzicato (or: Bartók pizzicato) in which the plucked string purposely snaps against the
fingerboard. These sharp and percussive sounds represent the fateful and ill-sounding clock
strokes which Havisham is counting down.

8

Wikipedia contributors, “Flutter-tonguing,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Flutter-tonguing&oldid=681639883 (accessed June 30, 2016).
9

Braun, “Rekindling ‘Miss Havisham’s Fire,’” 30-33.

10

At the next Presto starting in m.8 of rehearsal no. 46, flute and voice use the first hexachord of R-10
while the oboe presents the first hexachord of RI-2, and continues with 1-11 in the following measures.
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Figure 3.17 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 45, m. 6, no. 46, mm. 1-3,
several rows indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night:
Opera in One Act, full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes,
Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Another application of the flutter-tongue effect is present in the Mosso come prima
(Figure 3.18), three measures before rehearsal no. 11. Here, both flute and clarinet apply the
technique, doubled by the second violin and viola which play sul ponticello—close to the
bridge—and create a glassy sound that is rich in high overtones. Paired with fast rhythm and
tempo, quick dynamic change (molto crescendo), tertian harmony in the Woodwinds, a Db major
scale over an Ab7 chord, accents and sforzato articulation, as well as the usage of glockenspiel,
the overall sonic effect is fantastically mysterious and colorful. In the full opera, Miss
Havisham’s Fire, this music is often used when the bride is twirling in her dress. It is a prime
example of a sudden, unexpected burst of color typical of Argento’s tone language.
M. 8 of rehearsal no. 18 in Figure 3.19 shows another one of those sudden bursts; in a
similar fashion as in Figure 3.20, a fast tremolo in the strings in triplet rhythm opens quickly
(crescendo molto from pianissimo to forte) into a bright F# major chord over an E# pedal.
Brightness and percussiveness are accentuated through clever orchestration and articulation—the
celesta enters with a brilliant F# major chord in octaves, combined with a strong downbeat
accent in the chime and bass (pizzicato). The four measures that follow exemplify an
orchestrated diminuendo through means of not only dynamic decrease, but also the thinning out
of texture, one instrument per measure.
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Figure 3.18 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 10, mm. 6-7, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 3.19 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 18, mm. 8-12, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 3.20 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 50, mm. 8-10, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Another bright and sudden burst of sound happens two measures before rehearsal no. 51
(Figure 3.20); the musical expression of the word “ghosts” is visionary, and is in large part due
to the simple yet effective use of glockenspiel, and the rapid G major scale run in the strings
(128th notes!).
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Only a few measures before, in m. 4 of rehearsal no. 50 (Figure 3.21), a sensuous
example of text-painting depicts “young Miss Aurelia with her golden hair” on the day of her
wedding. The “golden” color lies in the orchestration and harmonic language: harp and celesta
gently alternate between C and F major chords, while the triangle adds further sparkle.
According William Braun, author of a preview of the 2001 Saint Louis premiere production of
the revised version of Miss Havisham’s Fire, whenever happy memories of the wedding day are
being described, Argento makes use of “shimmering strings and harp.”11 The same music that
can be found between rehearsal nos. 50 and 51 is used in the full opera, Miss Havisham’s Fire,
as the young Miss Havisham, full of excitement, is putting on her wedding dress, veil, wreath,
and diamonds. The music in Wedding Night therefore resembles the memory of a bright and
happy wedding day.

11

Braun, “Rekindling ‘Miss Havisham’s Fire,’” 30-33.
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Figure 3.21 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 50, mm. 4-7, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Argento produces a similarly shimmering sound at rehearsal no. 9 (Figure 3.22). The
freshness of spring air is conveyed through the softness (pianissimo and lontano, distant), and
high register of the two violins, the viola, and the celesta. The naïveté and innocence of “the
whitest rose,” young Aurelia, find expression in the alternating major chords, first Eb major and
Bb major, then shifting by third relation to Gb major and Db major. The first tetrachord of R-11
(Gb, F, Db, C) is hidden in the second measure as well as in “hair! Oh, I can-not.” Note the use
of the flower imagery, and its musical application. At the same time, the fragility of this
innocence and beauty is heard in the glassy sound of the celesta and the unexpected shift to F
minor on “rose,” at the end of the second phrase. In contrast, the more serious and human third
phrase that refers to the wedding day in question, is accompanied with the same alternating chord
motif, but now in a lower register, and in the brass. In this orchestration, the motif evokes the
impression of a wedding fanfare.
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Figure 3.22 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 9, mm. 1-6, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Now, compare the previous flower imagery with the following usage in the measures
before rehearsal no. 49 (Figure 3.23). The once beautiful garden, in which we assume Aurelia
spent many hours of happiness and vernal amorousness, is now withered and “neglected.” This
ambivalence is expressed in the bitonal relationship between the pairs of clarinet and horn, and
bassoon and tuba. Following a listing of all types of now dead flowers in the garden, Argento
musically shows what is left of the warm spring air and the vital white rose from before;12 now in
absence of the celesta, and through the use of senza vibrato, resulting in a frigid, lifeless sound,
12

Miss Havisham’s Fire makes ample use of the garden symbolism, mentioning “laburnum and rose of an
April garden.” Nanny also calls Aurelia “the April rose.”
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the string trio from rehearsal no. 9 (Figure 3.22) paints a dismal picture of the deadness and the
cold in the garden, and in Miss Havisham’s heart.
The opera ends on an even chillier and more mysterious note. Using the same bitonal
material as seen in Figure 3.23, but now set in the strings, the music at rehearsal no. 54 (Figures
3.24 and 3. 25) expresses the ambiguity of Miss Havisham’s caring for Estella. Miss Havisham’s
Fire begins with this bitonal music in the chorus, and it returns several times throughout the
opera; it is usually given a narrating function. Figures 3.24 and 3.25 show the text added in
parentheses; it reads:
Tales were told. Songs sung. Letters purloined. Diamonds lost. Faces came and
went, and no one knew. Too late. She remained alone. Clocks were broken. (Oh
tales were told!) The gate was shut.13

13

Dominick Argento, John Olon-Scrymgeour, Charles Dickens, Miss Havisham’s Fire: Opera in Two Acts,
revised version, vocal score (New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1996), 4-6.
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Figure 3.23 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 48, mm. 7-10, no. 49, mm.
1-4, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act,
full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all
countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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While sincerely loving her adopted daughter, the old madwoman’s main motive in
talking to Estella and teaching her—even if yet only subconscious at this point—is to “[steal] her
heart away, and [to] put ice in its place.”14 The strings with their restrained swells try to convey
false warmth as Havisham and Estella “sit by the fire”; the muted sound (con sordini) further
clouds the climate. Estella’s disturbing and unloving future is foreshadowed in the last few
measures of the opera. An ominous pedal in both timpani (A) and bass (C) has created an
unsettling atmosphere throughout this section and does not cease until the very end. The strings
sustain an ambiguous, bitonally rooted sound two measures before the end, consisting of an E-B
open fifth, as well as an A minor sonority (C-A in the violins). A meaningful, obscure F# in harp
and celesta interjects, and time seems to stand still for a brief moment—a brief moment that
sends a chill down the listener’s spine, and a brief moment that says so much that cannot be
expressed in words. The final cadence ends openly and unexpectedly on a B-F# open fifth above
the seemingly never-ending A-C pedal, and may aurally be perceived as Dominant (V) of E. One
can literally feel the coldness and emptiness of Havisham’s heart and soul, as the sul tasto
strings, led by icicle-like wind chimes, mysteriously fades out al niente, into nothingness. This
highly sensuous ending is characteristic of Dominick Argento: “The vast majority of my
compositions end very, very softly, in some cases as if they were still continuing beyond
audibility.”15

14

Dickens, Great Expectations, 313.

15

Argento, Catalogue Raisonné, 178.
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Figure 3.24 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 54, mm. 1-7, with text
added to string parts from Miss Havisham’s Fire, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss
Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright
1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with
permission.
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Figure 3.25 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, last four measures of the
piece, with text added to string parts from Miss Havisham’s Fire, New York: Boosey & Hawkes,
1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by Dominick Argento ©
Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved.
Printed with permission.
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Harmonium vs. Organ
The organ music that is introduced at the beginning of the opera runs like a thread
through the entire piece. Its harmonic and melodic construction and its notation have been
discussed in Chapter 2; of further significance is now Argento’s choice of instrumentation. The
chorale-like style and the choice of instrument refers without a doubt to the music played by the
church organ at a wedding; interesting is that Argento chooses the harmonium to represent most
of this organ music. The harmonium, or pump organ, produces sound in a similar way to an
accordion: air flows past a framed reed (in the case of the harmonium, made of metal) and
stimulates the reed to vibrate. Depending on the model of instrument, air is either being pushed
by bellows, or sucked by suction bellows.16 Early harmoniums from around the middle of the
nineteenth century are small and have only one manual of around three octaves; the keys are
played by one hand only, as the other hand is continuously occupied with executing the air
mechanism. Larger instruments with a range of about five octaves employ a different mechanism
with the bellows being operated by continuously pushing down two pedals, alternating between
left and right. This allows for the player to use both hands on the keyboard. Argento’s two-hand
writing for the harmonium in Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night clearly indicates that this larger
instrument is required. Historically, “the harmonium became widely popular both as a domestic
instrument” in private homes “and as a substitute for pipe organs in smaller churches and chapels
(and was strongly recommended by Berlioz for use in opera houses).”17 Its maximum volume is
naturally softer than that of a larger pipe organ. The sound of the harmonium is nasal and

16

Jeremy Montagu, “harmonium, American organ,” The Oxford Companion to Music, Oxford Music
Online, Oxford University Press, accessed July 1, 2016,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t114/e3143.
17

Ibid.
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somewhat similar to the sound of an accordion. Dominick Argento detests both the accordion18
and the organ. He particularly dislikes the organ’s noisiness and “the fact that the monster never
breathes.”19Miss Havisham’s wedding theme however uses it, and the more nasal and softer
sound of its little brother—the harmonium—lends itself well to create the bizarre intimacy of
Miss Havisham’s mildewed and cobwebbed chamber.
The harmonium adds another advantage compared to the pipe organ: when the pedaling
is suspended, the sound decays gradually—a very natural diminuendo is possible as the
instrument runs out of air. Argento makes ample use of these diminuendos and marks them [al]
niente; most harmonium sections in Miss Havisham end with this natural decay, Figure 2.5
shows an example. Note that Argento asks for the harmonium to be pianissimo pianissimo
(pppp), which depending on the size and acoustics of the venue may require virtuoso ventilation
technique; the player must find the right degree of pumping pressure that will push enough air
past the reeds in order to induce their oscillation and sound production. Argento’s extreme
dynamic marking indicates that the harmonium accompaniment is to be kept far in the
background. Considering its timbral difference compared to the pipe organ that would have
played on Havisham’s actual wedding day, the harmonium music may be a reflection of
Havisham’s diseased state of mind. Representing the ceremonial aspect of the wedding day, this
music is often heard in connection with Havisham imagining getting ready for the wedding; it
gives an impression of her memory “of the church; of the idea of Matt quitting.”20 However, at
rehearsal no. 40 (Figure 3.26), the harmonium—now marked ppp, lontano (distant)—

18

Argento, Catalogue Raisonné, 159.

19

Ibid., 99.

20

Dominick Argento, Interview by author, personal interview, Appendix A, Minneapolis, July 17, 2016.
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accompanies an episode of Havisham in which she fantasizes that Matt Compeyson has returned
to visit with her; even now, after all these years, she is unable to confront the imaginary swindler,
and falls back into old habits of self-humiliation; after (fictively) listening to him telling her that
he married a richer and more beautiful woman, she admits to him without any direct assignment
of guilt that she went mad. Therefore, the harmonium is not only a device that evokes memories
of the wedding day itself, but of the naïve and defenseless young girl in love.

Figure 3.26 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 39, mm. 6-7, no. 40, mm.
1-4, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act,
full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all
countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
After talking (or singing) herself into a rage during the fiery arioso of rehearsal no. 14,
the agitated music erupts and suddenly stops; the only sound remaining is a soft Bb minor chord
in second inversion in the organ (Figure 3.27).21 Havisham has gotten herself into such frenzy
that she has now seemingly travelled back in time and is immersed in the past’s presence;

21

The vocal line uses notes 1-3 of RI-3 on “Nanny, go and see.”
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therefore, she hears the actual organ instead of the antiquarian-sounding memory of one,
represented by the harmonium.

Figure 3.27 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 14, mm. 14-15, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
The organ also plays together with the full orchestra in D major key signature for the
festive wedding music at rehearsal no. 16. The instrument’s grandeur lends itself perfectly for
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this regal yet genuine moment of true love and emotion which brings Havisham close to tears
(“with obvious effort, she holds back her tears and composes herself”).
The organ at rehearsal no. 52 functions in similar psychological fashion. At the end of
Compeyson’s imaginary visit, Havisham claims “one kiss” from him (Figure 3.28). The warm
Adagietto amoroso in the strings of rehearsal no. 51 possibly depicts her falling in love all over
again, and transitions into a short “happily-ever-after” moment in D major at rehearsal no. 52
(Figure 3.29). Note Argento’s dynamic prescription: the “predominating” organ plays forte
above an orchestra at mezzo-forte level—an indication for this not yet being the climax. The
tragic last word of the “love-story” is instead spoken figuratively by the orchestra at rehearsal no.
53 (Figure 3.30), when the eerie and gloomy double-dotted motif, as well as three expressive
major sixth calls return and cast a cloud over Miss Havisham’s short-lived happy fantasy. 22

Figure 3.28 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 50, m. 9, no. 51, mm. 1-2,
New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all
countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
22

The double-dotted motif has been heard before at rehearsal nos. 4, 5, 6, 37, and 38. The major sixth call
is from Havisham’s melody on “Orion” at rehearsal nos. 6 and 7.
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Figure 3.29 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 51, mm. 3-6, no. 52, mm.
1-3, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act,
full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all
countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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Figure 3.30 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 52, mm. 4-8, no. 53, mm.
1-2, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act,
full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all
countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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The Orchestra as a Dialogue Partner
While the work is of course very physically demanding, another difficult challenge for
the singer-performer of a monodrama is of mental nature. As Joe Dowell points out in his
dissertation, the singer is in most cases the sole performer on stage, requiring utmost
concentration. “The absence of other actors to play off of, and to, can be quite intimidating”;23
impersonating a character with such sudden mood swings and extreme contrasts of emotions as
Miss Havisham, the singer-actor needs great skill and imagination. Silent roles—whether
imaginary or actually physically present on stage—as well as personifying props can help the
performer in giving her or him someone or something to communicate with; engaging and
“playing directly to the audience”24 is yet another option. A sensitive composer with a feel for
drama such as Dominick Argento will furthermore incorporate the orchestra in the pit in the
events on stage, giving the singer the opportunity to converse with and react to the music.
The bass in Figure 3.31 not only imitates Miss Havisham’s melody, but also picks up on
the warped sense of humor of the image of a bride limping “down the aisle” with only one shoe.
The clumsy pesante character, accented articulation, and embellishment of the bass line add to
the comedy. With every repetition, an additional string instrument joins in at a perfect fifth
higher than the previous instrument; parallel motion (planing) as well as the bizarre sound of the
stacked fifths add further joke and sarcasm. The quintal harmony also obscures the previous Db
major tonality and lead into the arioso of rehearsal no. 12 in Gb major. This excerpt is an
example of personification of the orchestra; it not only accompanies and underscores, but also
has its own character, temper, taste, and humor.

23

Dowell, The Monodrama, 98.

24

Ibid.
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Figure 3.31 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 11, mm. 4-8, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
An example of an even more independent orchestra can be seen in the short recitative
before rehearsal no. 24 (Figure 3.32). As if it were speaking, the horn presents a call consisting
of a broken Bb major chord in first inversion. Miss Havisham does not only imitate the motif a
whole step higher, and adds text; she actually acknowledges the horn’s call by saying “Yes, it is
time” (underscoring by the author), as if she was affirmatively repeating the words the horn just
spoke to her. In the full opera, Miss Havisham’s Fire, Orlick introduces this motif, addressing
both Nanny and Miss Havisham by saying “It is time,” as he is delivering the letter. Similarly to
the treatment in the opera’s epilogue as well as in Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, both Nanny
and Havisham repeat Orlick’s line “It is time.” A bipolar shifting between major and minor can
be seen in the following recitative section. “Leave me, Nanny” affirms D major with its falling
fifth (A-D) and the leading tone motion (C#-D); F# and Bb in the next phrase emphasis G minor
instead, but then seem to return to D major on “alone.”
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Figure 3.32 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 23, mm. 9-11, motivic and harmonic
concepts indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night:
Opera in One Act, vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey &
Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Another orchestral impersonation follows the above Nanny example immediately. After a
knock “seems to be heard,” initiated by the viola (Figure 3.33), Miss Havisham sends Nanny to
the door and then imagines that her gatekeeper Orlick is delivering a letter.25 Orlick is a rough
and slouching character, and is perfectly described in the grumbly low bassoon register at
rehearsal no. 24 (Figure 3.34).26 Articulation, melodic line, and dynamics almost make it seem
like the bassoon is speaking to her.

25

“Nanny, see who it is” employs the first tetrachord of R-10, while “Thank you very much” is based on
the first tetrachord of RI-4. “You must remind me” stresses F# minor.
26

In Miss Havisham’s Fire, the passage is played by a bass clarinet.
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Figure 3.33 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 23, mm. 12-13, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.

Figure 3.34 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 24, mm. 1-6, New York:
Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by
Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All
rights reserved. Printed with permission.
When Havisham imitates Orlick at rehearsal no. 25 (Figure 3.35), the cello and bass
proclaim in unison “I hope Miss Havisham has a most joyous ceremony.” The low register in
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both voice and orchestra mimics Orlick’s rough voice and nature.27 The melody employed is the
complete twelve-tone row RI-8, with an expressive embellishment and added notes on the word
“ceremony.” Both previous examples are cases of the composer “creating character through
music.”28

Figure 3.35 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 25, mm. 1-3, row RI-8 indicated,
New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1987, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, vocal
score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1987 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for
all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Figure 3.27 illustrates another instance of Miss Havisham reacting to a knocking in the
orchestra. Much clearer than in the viola example of Figure 3.33, the timpanist loudly beats three
accented notes. The knocks seem to cause both the music and Miss Havisham’s raging episode to
stop promptly.
One of the most stunning moments of the opera happens at rehearsal no. 18 (Figure 3.36),
and is achieved through a simple yet ingenious musical device. Miss Havisham and the clarinet
create a highly intimate and tender (con tenerezza) moment by seemingly “singing” the same line
27

In Miss Havisham’s Fire, the character of Orlick actually sings this line; after he leaves the room,
Havisham mocks and imitates him.
28

Argento, Catalogue Raisonné, 103.
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of text, but to two different melodies. Both melodic lines are complete row presentations. Over
an F# pedal, the clarinet follows the pitch sequence of P-11, while the voice utilizes its
retrograde, R-11. In other words, if one reads the clarinet’s pitches backwards, one will come up
with the notes of the vocal line, and vice versa. It’s as if two souls reside within Miss Havisham;
two souls that may say the same words, but may mean two different things. Miss Havisham’s ill
mental state and her loss of perception of reality and unreality are all expressed in this effective
moment of musical bipolar disorder.29 The same musical moment appears a cappella in the first
act of the full opera, Miss Havisham’s Fire, with Nanny singing the respective clarinet line
(Figure 3.37).

Figure 3.36 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, full score, no. 18, mm. 1-7, several rows
indicated, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night: Opera in One
Act, full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright
for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.

29

Following the simultaneous presentation of two rows in the voice and clarinet is a bright F# major
sonority, which suddenly shifts by third relation to a D7 chord, only to resolve again to F# major over and E# pedal.
These sudden and far shifts are further expression of Havisham’s mental illness.
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Figure 3.37 Dominick Argento, Miss Havisham’s Fire, no. 66, mm. 12-16, revised version 199596, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1996, Miss Havisham’s Fire: Opera in One Act, vocal score,
by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1996 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all
countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
A comparison of the two Havisham works (Miss Havisham’s Fire and Miss Havisham’s
Wedding Night) reveals further instances where an instrumental line from Wedding Night will
have text in Fire. The twelve-tone cello line of rehearsal no. 10 is being sung by Nanny in Miss
Havisham’s Fire (Figure 3.38).
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Figure 3.38 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Fire, no. 43, mm. 1-8, several rows indicated, revised
version 1995-96, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1996, Miss Havisham’s Fire: Opera in One Act,
vocal score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1979, 1996 by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
Further, the interplay between Miss Havisham and the woodwinds at rehearsal no. 17 is a
dialogue between her and Nanny in Miss Havisham’s Fire; Nanny’s text is as follows:
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It is not my place to approve or disapprove. No one is worthy of my precious, my
own… No one in all the world. Not princes. Not kings.30
Understanding the psychological role of the orchestra, and the relationship between the
orchestra and the character on stage is vital to a profound and satisfying performance experience.

30

Dominick Argento, Miss Havisham’s Fire, vocal score, 88-89.
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CHAPTER 4
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON CONDUCTING OPERA
Music and Drama
Conducting opera means multitasking—in addition to leading the orchestra through scores of
frequently changing tempi and meters, the conductor must coordinate the ensemble between
singers and orchestra, must be flexible enough and technically as well as mentally highly skilled
to react to unforeseen mishaps during any performance, must radiate confidence and sympathy,
and last but not least must never “lose sight of the musical and dramatic fusion.”1 After all, it is
important to understand that opera is drama. It is story-telling, and a form of entertainment—no
matter whether that is a comedy in which we want to make the audience laugh, or a serious
matter in which we want to raise questions and challenge hearers to rethink their outlook.
Thorough study and preparation of not only the score, but of the dramatic content is
indispensable. According to the experienced opera conductor and conducting teacher Max
Rudolf, the conductor should “review the libretto and its background.”2 If the opera is in a
foreign language, the conductor must “know the meaning and inflection of every word.”3 She
should also be able to sing every vocal line in order to be able to sufficiently coach and, if
necessary, correct the singers; the singing may further affect and inspire the conductor’s
treatment and interpretation of the orchestral accompaniment. In any piece of music, the
conductor needs to have a strong concept of the inner drama and tension of the music; often quite
lengthy operas require a mature sense of musical architecture, and dramatic perception.
1

Max Rudolf, The Grammar of Conducting: A Comprehensive Guide to Baton Technique and
Interpretation, 3rd ed. (Belmont: Schirmer, 1995), 348.
2

Ibid., 340.

3

Ibid., 341.
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Working with Singers, Stage Directors, Rehearsal Pianists, and the Orchestra
Ultimately, the conductor is the one holding all the threads during the performance, but it
cannot be stressed enough that opera is a team effort that involves many people from different
disciplines such as stage direction, stage and props management, stage design, costume and
makeup design, singers, the orchestra, coaches and rehearsal pianists, off-stage conducting
assistants, and more. Communication is the key to the success. Conductor and stage director
should meet early on to discuss and develop a common vision and general concept for their
production. Meticulous planning and intelligent scheduling will pay off in regards to often very
limited rehearsal time; showing concern for everyone’s time and energy through a well-thoughtout rehearsal schedule will earn the respect of everyone involved and will strengthen the
conductor’s authority.
Singing is such an intimate way of making music. The instrument of a singer is not an
external object; instead, the singer carries his or her instrument inside. The conductor shall show
care for the physical as well as mental health of her singers, as well as instrumentalists. “An
opera conductor must learn to gain insight into the art of singing,”4 and should show respect for
the singers’ stressful job of memorizing text, music, and staging, building and expressing a
character on stage for an extended amount of time, being susceptible to the conductor’s signals
without looking directly at her, and making themselves vulnerable by expressing themselves
through the most intimate instrument of all, their voice. Creating a warm working atmosphere is
therefore most advisable. A conductor who shows understanding for the uniqueness of the voice,
and who breathes with the singers will gain their trust. It is the conductor’s duty to make singers

4

Rudolf, Grammar of Conducting, 346.
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sound as good as possible on stage. “A singer is in top form when free of muscular tension,”5 and
the conductor should do her part to ensure that the singer feels comfortable, safe, and confident.
The conductor should meet and instruct his assistant and vocal coach “about tempi and
other points of interpretation.”6 He will do well to attend as many coachings as possible in order
to get to know his singers and their unique voices better. He should also “be present at all staging
sessions” in order to ensure consistency of tempi as well as musical integrity of “details of
acting.”7 The conductor should show gratitude for the physically and artistically demanding tasks
of rehearsal pianists and vocal coaches who spend many hours emulating an orchestra on their
instrument, and who give invaluable feedback to the singers. Much concentration is demanded
from them during staging rehearsals in which stops can be frequent, and sections may be
repeated many times.
As mentioned before, thorough preparation shows respect for one’s team. The conductor
should check and mark the “often messy” orchestra materials well in advance.8 The orchestra is
to be made to feel as important as the singers; flexibly accompanying singers through sometimes
lengthy scores with frequent tempi and meter changes is in many ways more demanding than
playing a symphonic concert. The conductor should ask the singers to “attend most orchestra
readings,”9 and to sing their parts frequently so that the orchestra develops an understanding of
the complete musical texture as well as their dramatic role early on. At the same time, she should
care and ask about the singers’ health and energy, and should allow them to mark their parts
5

Ibid.

6

Ibid., 347.

7

Ibid.

8

Ibid.

9

Ibid., 348.
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instead of using full voice whenever judging the balance between orchestra and singers in the
performance space is not the main concern. In an undertaking involving so many people and
requiring their good health, “last-minute emergencies” will occur and “[require] musical
leadership that combines authority with presence of mind.”10
The Pit
With the orchestra in most traditional performance spaces being below and in front of the
stage, acoustics are rarely ideal. Especially in, but not limited to, educational situations, orchestra
pits can be small and narrow; seating can vary greatly from conventional orchestra set-ups, and
will sometime require pragmatic creativity and flexibility from the conductor. Most important is
the beat’s visibility to all performers, both on stage as well as in the pit. Issues of lighting need to
be resolved during rehearsals so that instrumentalists can clearly see their music and singers can
recognize the conductor’s gestures through their peripheral vision, even at great distance.
Ensuring the latter, a conductor will have to decide case-by-case what gestures to choose. As
mentioned above, the often suboptimal conditions of an orchestral pit set-up and its acoustical
properties call for a flexible and susceptive musical leader, as well as a trustable assistant’s set of
ears in the performance venue.
Clarity is of utmost importance. In a long and narrow pit, instrumentalists on opposite
sides will have to trust the conductor’s gesture and coordination as they may barely hear each
other. Further, the conductor shall always “keep sight of the stage,” and maintain eye contact
with both her singers and her instrumentalists.

10

Ibid., 340.
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CHAPTER 5
CONDUCTING GUIDE
Introduction and Explanation of Terminology of Max Rudolf’s
The Grammar of Conducting
For the following discussion of specific conductorial challenges, an explanation of common
terminology will be necessary. It seems appropriate to me to apply terminology from what I
believe to be at least one of, if not the most comprehensive and internationally most widely
spread conducting textbook, Max Rudolf’s The Grammar of Conducting. Having been an opera
conductor and administrator for many decades himself, Rudolf uses many examples from the
operatic repertoire in his method, and emphasizes both clarity and expressiveness. When the first
edition of Rudolf’s The Grammar of Conducting: A Practical Study of Modern Baton Technique
first appeared in 1950, American composer and critic Virgil Thomson prophesied in a New York
Herald Tribune review that Rudolf’s book would “remain the basic text on its subject for many
years to come”1 —and he was going to be proven correct. Rudolf’s friend and famous conductor
George Szell writes in his foreword to the book’s first edition that he did not know of any other
comparable “systematic approach” to conducting to that day. Now in 2017, The Grammar has
retained its relevance and continues to be the standard textbook for aspiring conductors;2 in its
three editions from 1950, 1980, and 1993 (and its many additional reprints), The Grammar has
influenced several generations of conductors.
Rudolf applies a basic vocabulary of six fundamental beating styles: neutral-legato, lightstaccato, full-staccato, expressive-legato, marcato, and tenuto. He not only discusses these

1

Rudolf, Grammar of Conducting, xi.

2

Max Rudolf, Michael Stern, and Hanny Bleeker White, A Musical Life: Writings and Letters (Hillsdale,
NY: Pendragon Press, 2001), xviii.
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different beating styles and their application in words, but provides a vast amount of largelysized diagrams. These illustrations attempt to depict as accurately as possible the motion of the
baton. Rudolf also discusses manifold technical challenges such as fermatas, holds, cut-offs, and
pick-ups by describing the possible solutions in words, as well as depicting them in diagrams,
and applying them to musical examples of the extended symphonic and operatic repertoire.
The calmest, most simplistic and unbiased style of beating is neutral-legato: “The
neutral-legato beat is a plain, continuous motion. It is neutral in character and therefore uses
mostly straight lines. It is not large in size and is done with no intensity in the forearm motion.”3
Rhythmic specialties such as “dotted rhythms and syncopations” may call for an
emphasis of a certain beat; Rudolf introduces the technique of “clicking” in which “a sharp,
quick wrist motion … speeds up the movement of the baton just before you reach a count.”4 This
wrist motion will be referred to as a “click” in the following discussion.
Rudolf distinguishes two different types of staccato gesture: light-staccato for softer and
faster passages that may also require firm rhythmic control; and full-staccato for louder, more
intense, possibly accented music. “The light-staccato beat is a quick, straight motion with a stop
on each count. The gestures are small.”5 “The full-staccato beat is a quick, slightly curved
motion with a stop on each count. It is snappy and energetic, with a characteristic “bouncing” on
the down beat. The size may vary from small to large.”6
The bouncing that Rudolf mentions is a special type of wrist motion that is achieved by
either letting the arm fall freely, or by jerking it downward, then stopping it abruptly, and
3
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maintaining a relaxed wrist throughout. While the hand will automatically continue the
downward motion for a brief moment, the unrestrained wrist ensure for the hand to “snap up
again immediately.”7
The expressive-legato style is used for lush lyricism and rich, expressive music. There
are many versions of the expressive-legato beat which differ in the degree of roundness and
embellishment of the motions, depending on its musical application.
The expressive-legato beat is a curved, continuous motion. It is done with a certain
feeling of intensity in the forearm. The degree of intensity as well as the shaping of the
curves vary with the emotional quality of the music. The size may be anywhere from
fairly small to quite large.8
The marcato beat is applied for louder, often more heavily accented music. The first type
with its straight motions and stops on each beat is in a way and intensification and enlargement
of the light-staccato technique. The second type uses more curves, similar to the expressivelegato beat, but the motions stop on each count. It “is used for rather slow music of passionate
intensity and strong rhythm.”9 “The marcato beat is a heavy motion with a stop on each count. It
is forceful, sometimes aggressive in character, and medium to large in size. The gestures
connecting the counts are slower than in staccato; they are either straight or curved.”10
The tenuto style is similar to the marcato beat, but employs less intensity and force. It “is
used for chords that are detached but held and for melodic passages of portamento character.”11
“The tenuto beat is a plane motion with a stop on each count. It resembles the marcato but lacks
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the aggressive impetus of that beat. The manner in which the beat is sustained depends on the
music. The size varies from small to large.”12
The ritenuto is another useful technique described by Rudolf in which the beat of a
respective count is suddenly slower, as if the baton “were being drawn through a strongly
resisting substance.”13 This technique is very useful when accompanying a soloist as it enables
the conductor to stretch beats, when necessary.
Out of respect for left-handed conductors such as the General Music Director of the
Deutsche Oper Berlin, Donald Runnicles, I will refer to the baton-holding hand (or arm) as the
primary hand (or arm), and to the expressive or complementary hand (or arm) as the secondary
hand (or arm).14
Tempi and Tempo Relations in Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night
One of the most significant aspects of a conductor’s interpretation is choice of tempo. For
several centuries, applying the “right” tempo has been a cardinal question. Max Rudolf describes
the “need for subtle flexibility in the pacing” that allows the music to “breathe,” and stresses the
importance of understanding that there is not one singular “right” tempo for an entire
movement.15 Rudolf points out that a pragmatic consideration of any conductor should be to
“make an orchestra sound at its best,” but pleads to still adhere to the composer’s intention.16
Hector Berlioz even goes so far as to call the conductor a composer’s biggest potential threat,
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and condemns a conductor’s failure to study and respect the composer’s tempo indications as “an
act of dishonesty.”17
Thorough study of a composer’s prescribed tempi within a specific work can reveal
distinct formal relations. Appendix B presents a listing of all tempo indications in Dominick
Argento’s Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night. Specifically indicated are my individual treatments
of textually ambiguous cases (e.g. unclear Tempo Primo markings) or relative tempo indications
without metronome marking (e.g. Poco più mosso).
As mentioned before, the clock motif of the first three measures of Miss Havisham’s
Wedding Night (Figure 2.2) is of vital importance, as it informs both form and emotional content.
Argento prescribes a pulse of 44 beats per minute. The motif returns at the exact same tempo at
rehearsal no. 19 (Figure 2.3), and again at a faster, more agitated pace after rehearsal no. 45
(Figure 3.16), Più mosso, with a pulse of 60 beats per minute. With similar orchestration,
however in a much faster tempo is the clock motif presentation at rehearsal no. 23 (Figure 2.4);
while the pulse is not much faster (52 beats per minute), the motif is diminished. Three measures
are now compressed to one measure, with the chime striking the clock motif at a speed of 156
beats per minute (three times 52 beats per minute). Furthermore, there are sections that do not
employ the clock motif but that are related to it by tempo indication. The ever-recurring organ
music of rehearsal no. 1 (Lento) with its pulse of 40 beats per minute is only slightly slower than
the clock motif; while seemingly unrelated at first sight, the Maestoso of both rehearsal nos. 4
(Figure 3.4) and 6 has a direct connection by tempo indication to the clock motif. At a pulse of
44–46, this arioso simultaneously employs duple (strings and woodwinds) as well as triple
division (brass and voice) of the pulse. Especially the monotonous triplets in the trumpet and
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tuba remind of a diminished fragment of the clock motif, also relating to the above-mentioned
section at rehearsal no. 23. Although musically very different, the alcohol motif after rehearsal
no. 5 (Figure 2.8) and after rehearsal no. 37 employs the same pulse of 44–46. The only slightly
fresher tempo at rehearsal no. 9 (Figure 3.22, Andante, tempo rubato, 50 beats per minute) is
followed immediately again by the almost primordial pulse of 46 at rehearsal no. 10. Many other
sections in the opera employ this primordial tempo, such as the parody “Limp down the aisle” at
rehearsal no. 12 (Figure 2.26), or the Grave at rehearsal no. 46 (Figure 3.17); or are related to it,
such as the “witticism” parody of rehearsal no. 22 (Figure 3.7; pulse of 88 beats per minute is
twice as fast as the primordial pulse). These relationships are not coincidental, and the conductor
needs to take them seriously. While, as a by-product, providing the conductor with a practical
tool of finding the proper tempo by relating the respective section with another, these tempo
relations are a crucial formal element that creates integrity and maintains consistency in the
otherwise easily ungrounded and incoherent rhapsody.
There are only a few tempo markings in Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night that seem
almost impossible to achieve. One is the furious Presto con fuoco at rehearsal no. 14 with a pulse
of 168–176. Fast, syllabic vocal writing with some large leaps and specific articulation make this
arioso a challenge for the singer. While clarity of text needs to be maintained, the composer
seems to want to push the performer to her limitations with the prescribed tempo, expressing the
manic state Miss Havisham is in at this point in the opera. Ultimately, the effective tempo of this
section should be determined by the singer’s physical capabilities; the singer shall be reminded
that this section calls for manic frenzy, not for beautiful bel canto singing. An even more
virtuosic diction is required in the Presto after rehearsal no. 46 (Figure 3.17), with a metronome
marking of 200–208.
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There are some instances in the score in which the conductor herself needs to make
decisions regarding tempi; those usually occur when tempo indications only employ Italian terms
without giving an actual metronome marking.
While the acoustics of the performance venue and the physique of the singer’s voice are
always a co-deciding factor in determining the tempo, a conductor should remember to be the
composer’s advocate, and to adhere to the composer’s text as closely as possible. Thorough
research and study are indispensable—there is no room for arbitrariness in the work of a serious
conductor.
Detailed Discussion of Conductorial Challenges and Possible Solutions
The following discussion of conductorial challenges and their possible solutions
facilitates easier legibility by displaying tempo, measure, and rehearsal numbers as Arabic
numerals, and by indicating rehearsal numbers by a hash (#). Beats or counts within a measure,
and their subdivisions, will be written out and in quotations, for example “one,” or “three-and.”
Measures will be abbreviated “m.” Most dynamic levels will be mentioned in their abbreviated
form, and in italics, for example p for piano, and ff for fortissimo. Having a full score available
would be ideal in order to be able to follow along the discussion, but a piano-vocal score will
suffice.
M. 1-3. Conduct a slow neutral-legato 3-beat pattern (dotted quarter = 44) with either a concise
click or a temporary full-staccato on the downbeats for syncopated entrances.
1 before #1. Dictate the low Eb fermata; a click in the preparatory gesture will indicate an
accented poco sfz cue.
Pick-up #1. Organize all unmetered solo harmonium phrases in a 4-beat pattern (quasi in half
notes). Be sure to have marked this organizational aid in the harmonium player’s part prior to
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rehearsals (see Figure 5.1). Give a slightly clicked preparatory beat “three”; the Db harmonium
entrance follows as a syncopation on “three-and”; #1 is the downbeat; the second low Eb
entrance comes on beat “four”; therefore, give an accented poco sfz preparation on the preceding
beat. Once the harmonium entrances are started off, a very small and passive pattern (wrist
motion or even finger motion, only) will suffice. Hold the fermatas long (with a good sense for
the dramatic effect), and indicate the diminuendo by moving your hand closer to your body.
Execute the next harmonium entrance in the same way.
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Figure 5.1 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 1, four-beat marking and measuring as
organizational aid, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night:
Opera in One Act, full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by Boosey & Hawkes,
Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
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#2. Breathe with the singer and give a pick-up in the new tempo (Moderato, dotted half note =
60, 2-beat pattern); make sure your gestures are visible for the singer. Use a light-staccato beat
with a bit more clicking on the beat before the accented low Eb.
3 of #2. Take a short moment to dissolve the tempo, then give a slow (Lento) pick-up (quasi beat
“three” of a 4-beat pattern) for the harmonium cue (same treatment as before). It may be of help
to subtly subdivide the last triplet of this harmonium cue, then giving a visible pick-up in the
other hand in the Moderato tempo (dotted half note = 60).
“Bah!”-Harmonium. The harmonium entrance needs to be synchronized with the singer’s
“Bah!”; observe the singer closely and pick up her breath to dictate the harmonium’s Db; once
sounding, wait for the duration of a quarter note in the Lento tempo, then give a regular half-note
pick-up (quasi beat four of a 4-beat pattern). Now follow the harmonium treatment as before. For
the fermata stop on beat “two.” Invite the singer with an open-hand gesture for “I have done with
all man-kind.”
#3 Mosso. Even though the next section is marked Mosso (2/4, quarter note = 72), it is advisable
to conduct a light-staccato 4-beat pattern (eighth note = 144) for greater precision and control.
You may pick up the singer’s breathe for “and want diversion” and passively move within the 4beat pattern. In the next measure, following passive yet clear beats “one” and “two”, give a sharp
beat “three” as preparation for the orchestra cue.
“The Queen.” Mark a passive and slow downbeat on “Queen,” switching into a 2-beat pattern
(in quarter notes); while passively moving along to beat “two” in the singer’s tempo, get the
hornist’s and snare drummer’s attention through eye contact and breath, then give a sharp
downbeat to ensure a rhythmically stable entrance. Continue passively, but with a bit of wrist
click for proper rhythmic feel. Beginning on beat “two”, two measures before #4, take over more
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control and lead the rallentando into Maestoso (quarter note = 44). Breathe for the triplet
entrance of trumpet, tuba, and singer, and reflect the tenuto articulation by employing a ritenuto
style; it should feel as if the baton “were being drawn through a strongly resisting substance.”18
#4 Maestoso. Continue the ritenuto beat throughout the Maestoso section—a certain resistance,
“stickiness,” and expansion (con espansione) needs to be reflected in the gesture. Create a climax
between mm. 6-7 of #4, and then gradually decrease intensity. However, let the strings play out
in rhythmic clarity (2 before #5), then cut them off quickly on their last note; such a sudden cutoff can for example be done by immediately repeating the last beat in form of a wrist click.
#5 Mosso. Same treatment as #3.
Tempo I, piacevole. Remain in a 4-beat pattern for greater precision (eighth note = 88–92). In
the second measure, beat “two” can be passive; breathe with the singer on the third beat, then
give a clear preparation on beat “four” for the next downbeat. In the fourth and fifth measures,
only mark the downbeats gently, colla voce-style. This is necessary for the orchestra to be able to
count their measures of either rests or sustained notes, and to be able to find their next entrance
or cut-off.
1 before #6. Mark the downbeat and continue a small motion outwards as if outlining a 2-beat
pattern that splits the singer’s sextuplet in half. On the singer’s “go well to-,” give an active
preparatory gesture in the following Maestoso tempo (quarter note = 44–46), and ritenuto style,
as before.
#6 Maestoso. Apply the same ritenuto beat as in #4. Create an even larger climax than in #4 in
nine of #6 by letting the timpanist crescendo into the downbeat. To ensure a coordinated pick-up
of bassoon, horn, trumpet, and double bass into the downbeat of nine of #6, give a well-accented
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full-staccato or curved marcato preparation on the beat before. Make sure the double bass can be
heard and is played with great rhythmic precision in twelve and thirteen of #6. To indicate the
diminuendo al niente, glide very gently into the second beat (fermata on quarter rest). Encourage
the timpanist through a gesture or eye contact to hold the tension in the soft dynamic of ppp.
With the same gentle gesture that indicated the diminuendo al niente for horn and strings
immediately before, lead the timpani into niente, and carefully close your fingers as the singer
proclaims “out there”. The timpani roll should end together with the singer’s tenuto half note Db.
#7 Mosso con brio. If the singer is comfortable with it, freely let her sing into the next section
(“To the sea”). Raise the baton passively before the double-bar, then decisively beat the
downbeat of the following 4-beat pattern in the new tempo (Mosso con brio, quarter note = 76)
in light-staccato or even full-staccato style, preparing the poco sfz Eb on the second beat. Beats
“three” and four” in the first three measures can be very passive. Avoid pressing the tempo too
much too soon—it is recommended to start with the third and fourth measure when growing
texture, instrumentation, and dynamics, as well as text repetition suggest increasing drama.
Allow for enough time and space for the singer to express “beyond the stars,” preparing the
following section.
#8 Meno mosso e tranquillo. I suggest to let violins and viola play a vibrato sfz and to apply a
longer stroke with more bow before starting to tremolo. Employ a small neutral-legato or an
expressive-legato pattern that reflects the music’s simplicity, and that gives enough air and space
to the different simultaneous rhythmic figures. In order to avoid an early entrance of the singer,
clearly distinguish between your invitational gestures for oboe (entrance on beat “three”) and the
singer (entrance on beat “four”). Keep the preparation for the oboe on a lower plane geared
towards the pit orchestra (with your baton, for example), and cue the singer on a higher plane
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with your secondary hand. Be sure to listen carefully to the singer, and lead through this section
in a fairly commanding yet flexible manner, as all rhythmic and melodic materials between oboe,
celesta, first violin, flute and singer need to line up perfectly. Soften and slow down your beat in
the fifth measure, and possibly raise the conducting plane with every beat so that the general
motion of the four-beat pattern is upwards. Gently stretch the fourth beat with ritenuto technique,
then simply come to a halt, and just barely indicate the pp downbeat with a subtle finger or wrist
click. The swell (from pp to mp and back to pp) is in free time. One possible solution of building
this swell is by slowly counting four beats in your head, beat three being the highest point;
however, do not beat this, but simply shape the swell with your secondary hand. Make sure that
your treatment is indicated clearly in the orchestral parts, especially in winds and timpani. You
need to indicate the end of the swell, the arrival at pp, as all wind instruments exit afterwards.
The cut-off gesture should be small but clear. It is suggested to let the strings execute the swell
with vibrato, then change to non-vibrato once the pp fermata is reached.
Harmonium before #9. The harmonium entrance before #9 is one of the trickier spots in Miss
Havisham’s Wedding Night, and there are different ways of approaching it. Dominick Argento’s
notation is generally very specific and exact. I assume that the spatial aspect of the notation
implies the composer’s intent for the singer’s text “No” and “wait” to come in between the
harmonium notes G and A. One possible solution relates to the harmonium treatment described
earlier, handling most harmonium entrances as syncopation between beats “three” and “four” of
an imaginary 4-beat pattern. In this case, beat a preparatory “three” into the end of “as any,”
inviting the harmonium to play between beats “three” and “four”; the singer’s “No” may line up
with your beat “four.” Be sure to stretch the fourth beat a bit more to allow for enough time for
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the singer to place her “wait” after the harmonium’s A. Now, proceed with the neutral-legato 4beat pattern, as in the beginning.
Another option that allows for more control, but may disrupt the flow, dictates the first
two harmonium notes (G and A) and lets the singer place her notes freely in between. The
advantage of the first option is that the pick-up treatment is consistent with the other harmonium
cues in the beginning of the piece. If time with the orchestra is limited, this may be the more
practicable and less-confusing option. The singer needs to be instructed to place the two words
after the harmonium notes. As mentioned above, the second approach provides the conductor
with more control by dictating both harmonium notes.
Indicate the diminuendo al niente with your secondary hand. Observe the singer closely
and synchronize your (gentle) cut-off gesture with her breath for the first exclamation of
“Nanny”. Demand the orchestra’s attention at “And all in green as I requested”.
#9 Andante, tempo rubato. Give the singer a chance to breathe in between “green” and “Breath
of Spring”; be sure to synchronize your preparatory gesture with her breath. Use a small yet
expressive expressive-legato beat that conveys the articulation of the music, then apply the
ritenuto style for the third beat; do not move upward too quickly on beat three to maintain
control. The tenuto on “Heart” should not be stretched too extremely, the conductor therefore
should always keep the beat in motion; an actual stop would break the flow of the music. Be sure
to hold the sustained note in your secondary hand, and to indicate a cut-off right before the next
downbeat in either secondary hand, or through a minimal baton click. Indicate the cut-off in the
next measure also, and mark the following downbeat. Passively mark the downbeat of the fourth
measure and follow the singer’s rallentando by keeping the baton in motion. Give an active
preparation in between “on” and “my” that goes slightly inward (for a right-handed conductor to
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the left) and up. Cut the brass off on the second beat, then passively mark the next measure’s
downbeat and wait for the singer. “Will” of “I will not look” is your count “three” on which you
take over control again, and move from a passive motion into an active and larger, but not
strongly accented expressive-legato downbeat. Reducing the size of the beat will indicate the
diminuendo during the pattern; cue the viola’s and bass’s entrance on beat “three” by preparing it
the beat before, and hold their dynamic level (p, senza diminuendo) in an attentive baton signal,
while indicating the brass’s continuous diminuendo in your secondary hand.
#10 Quasi largo. To ensure proper ensemble in the downbeat of #10, breathe with the singer for
“look at me.” One possible way is to give a slow preparation that must generally reflect the
following tempo already (dotted quarter = 46). In this case, the singer does not have the freedom
to stretch the words “look” or “at,” or if she chooses to do so anyway, the result will be a not
unified downbeat. In order to react to a singer’s individual treatment, the attentive conductor
should be prepared to apply a ritenuto upbeat, if necessary. However, it is also possible (and in
my opinion more reasonable) to advocate an interpretation that requires the singer’s notes to be
in strict obedience to the following tempo. This should be communicated to the singer in
advance; a firm and decisive pick-up by the conductor that does not allow for freedom is in that
case justifiable.
Enough space should be given to the cello’s warm presentation of the row. A neutrallegato or a simplistic expressive-legato 3-beat pattern seems appropriate. Switch to 2-beat
pattern in the measure before Mosso, come prima, and stretch the second beat by using ritenuto
technique. Depending on the amount of tenuto, small subdivision is advisable; an elegant
solution is to maintain the general down-up shape of the 2-beat pattern and to subdivide the
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second beat in an upward motion, going in (first eighth note), out (second eighth note), and up
(third eighth note).
Mosso, come prima. Employ a fast light-staccato 3-beat pattern, and indicate dynamic change by
either modifying the size and intensity of the beat (without losing clarity), or by showing it
through a gesture in your secondary hand. Clearly give the last beat “three” before #11 with your
secondary hand, and hold it, followed by the baton passively marking the downbeat. Somewhat
problematic is the Italian tempo marking of Mosso, come prima19—moving, as before; no
previous tempo relates to the metronome marking of 168.
#11 Poco meno mosso. Passively mark all downbeats with the baton, even after cutting the cello
off in the third measure. Start tracing the beats again passively one measure before the bass’s
entrance, and give a small marcato pick-up that reflects the pesante character of the music. Here,
the tempo marking Tempo Primo is somewhat ambiguous again—which preceding tempo is
referred to? The metronome marking of the previous Mosso, come prima (eighth = 168) is too
fast for proper text accommodation, and so is the Poco meno mosso of #11 (eighth = 132).
Argento possibly means to return to a relative of the #10 tempo (pulse of 46) or the very
beginning (pulse of 44). Another aspect in determining the tempo is the recurrence of the
harmonium music, which is usually presented at a pace of 40. If we assume that this tempo of
40–46 applies to the quarter note of the Tempo Primo, then the actual eighth-note pulse would be
80–92.
Technically challenging is the overlaying of two different types of music: the parodic
pesante theme in the strings, and the entering harmonium music; conduct the strings with the
baton, then coordinate the harmonium entrance with the singer’s “Limp” entrance on beat
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“three” of the measure with your secondary hand. Hold the secondary hand still to indicate the
harmonium’s sustain. As before, imagine the harmonium music to be in a 4/2 meter, with the left
hand entrance marking the downbeat. Give the orchestra’s sudden cut-off and the harmonium’s
left hand entrance in an appropriate gesture of the secondary hand; then continue a beat that is
half as slow (in half notes) in the secondary hand, or switch to the primary hand. If you do not
feel safe enough with this sudden tempo change, imagine a continuing pulse of which you only
conduct every other beat; the result will be a stopping or dictating beat, similar to a subdivided
beat whose subdivisions are extremely passive. In either case, I would recommend to subdivide
the third and fourth beat, with a short stop on “four-and,” to assure proper placement of the
harmonium’s last note (C) and cut-off. Give a clear marcato upbeat for the accented f entrance
on “altar.” Mark the downbeat in the following measure, then cue the snare drum and the
woodwinds in the measure before #12. Passively conduct a neutral-legato 4-beat pattern that
confirms the pulse for the following section, indicate the crescendo, and give a light-staccato
preparation that reflects the graceful, yet parodic character.
#12 Poco meno mosso, grazioso. Apply a neutral-legato 4-beat pattern with a clicking wrist
motion on each beat for rhythmic precision. For m. 5 only, switch to a ritenuto 2-beat pattern.
Reduce the size of the beat two measures before #13 and morph the neutral-legato beat into a
small and concise light-staccato in order to facilitate the poco accelerando more easily, and to
reflect the more pressing character. Prepare the accent on the downbeat of #13 with a fullstaccato upbeat.
#13 Poco più mosso. Continue to conduct in four. Oboe and bassoon will appreciate a click on
the second beat that will help them to unify their dotted rhythm. Give a strongly accented full-
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staccato beat “four” in the following measure (and two measures before #14) that coordinates the
explosive entrances of snare drum, violins, and viola, together with the voice.
#14 Presto con fuoco. A clean transition into the fast Presto con fuoco (dotted quarter = 168–
176) is not easy. You do not want to scrunch the expressive tenuto triplet on “Well, they shall”
and therefore need to stay strictly in the tempo, but then immediately change to the new, fast and
fiery tempo. Beats “three” and “four” in the measure before can “make a bit more way,” travel
further, and be directed upward; the downbeat of #14 must suddenly be in a faster tempo; reduce
movement of the underarm to a minimum and use your wrist for inescapable precision in a lightstaccato beat (although f, the section is too fast for full-staccato; see “Tempi and Tempo
Relations in Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night” for a discussion of the tempo marking). Give
small cues with your secondary hand or simply through eye contact, and focus on clarity of
meter and pattern changes. Downbeats should be bolt upright and travel the furthest distance,
while the other beats should be smaller. Whenever switching to a 3-beat pattern, emphasize both
the downbeat as well as the second beat that goes outward (for a left-handed conductor to the
left). Make sure to remain good control over the ensemble in order to safely accompany the
singer in this challenging arioso.
In the last measure before the double-bar, cue the organ with your secondary hand (beat
“three”), and prepare the f “knocks” of the timpani of the fourth beat with a violent marcato cue
in the baton on the previous beat. While the secondary hand holds the sustaining organ, the baton
cuts of the entire orchestra in the character of the abrupt stop. Be with the singer and synchronize
your cut-off gesture for the organ with the singer’s breath for “No.”
#15 Come prima. Depending on the preparation and the singer’s tempo memory, there are two
ways of conducting #15. The preferable solution is to let the singer take her time on the half rest
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before #15, let her breathe on her own, and synchronizing your beat with her breath and tempo;
that way, the singer has more expressive freedom in regards to the rest. If finding the appropriate
tempo is difficult for the singer, the conductor may attentively wait for the singer’s breath, and
then clearly indicate the new tempo from the downbeat on. Less experienced or nervous singers
may sometimes prefer for the conductor to take initiative in a case like this, and to decide when
to breathe—that way, the tempo following tempo is already established in the pick-up.
This section relates to #13, therefore apply the same tempo, and conduct eighth notes in a
light-staccato 4-beat pattern. Treat the third measure as at #13, with a strong upbeat to the next
downbeat. Cue the organ with your secondary hand, and then mainly just conduct the downbeats
of each measure, possibly tracing the other counts passively, with your baton. However, make
sure your baton signals are clearly visible to the singer. Cue the violins with the downbeat one
measure before the double-bar; do not conduct any other beats of the measure, but prepare to
switch into a 2-beat pattern in half tempo (now conducting quarter notes). Raise your baton
slowly, indicating the violins’ crescendo, then give an expressive-legato downbeat that can
further open the conducting field by directing it slightly diagonal instead of straight downward; a
curved beating style will allow for enough space for expression. To avoid confusion, the
orchestral parts need to be marked accordingly, clearly communicating that the players will only
see a downbeat in the measure before the double-bar, followed by a pattern switch to “In 2.”
Poco meno mosso. Push the tempo forward a bit while also increasing the size of your beat,
showing the crescendo. You may choose to hold back again in the measure before #16; in this
case, subdivide either the second beat or the entire measure. Ritenuto technique will
accommodate the crescendo and stretching of the last eighth note on the singer’s high C.
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#16 Mosso ma maestoso assai. A suddenly faster (quarter = 72), large expressive-legato beat
seems appropriate for the festive maestoso character of the wedding music. Choose a 2-beat
pattern that is more horizontal than vertical, expressing a legato lyricism. Create impressive
climaxes in both the first and fifth measure. Then decrease the size of your beat as the music
softens; either a tenuto or an expressive-legato style with more resistance should be applied for
the seventh and eighth measures. A tenuto downbeat in the ninth measure will ensure proper
articulation. It is advisable to let the strings vibrato heavily on the downbeat, then reducing for
the diminuendo. For the cut-off, give beat “two” passively and stop on it.
#17 Meno mosso, ma poco a poco incalzando. Similarly to #15, the conductor can either give
the cue for the singer’s pick-up to #17, or she can let the singer continue freely and begin beating
with the downbeat on “know.” I prefer the latter option, as it gives the singer most expressive
freedom. Especially in a section like this where no concrete metronome marking is prescribed,
and the music is supposed to push forward anyway, it seems to matter less whether the singer
begins the section a bit slower than the conductor had perhaps conceived it; the vocalist’s fast
syllabic writing of the third measure defines the initial upper tempo limit anyway. Employ a
neutral-legato 4-beat pattern with small clicks in the first measure. The oboe’s legatissimo of the
second measure may call for a small expressive-legato beat; however, assure the singer’s correct
rhythmic entrance by giving her a concise cue on beat “four” with the secondary arm. In order to
push the tempo, you may gradually change to a drier light-staccato style of beating. Allow for
enough room for the oboe to express its triplet by slightly enlarging the amplitude of your first
and second beat in the measure before #18; land gently on the fermata on beat “three,” and show
the diminuendo by either carefully closing your secondary hand’s fingers, or by moving it closer
to the body.
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#18 Pochino meno mosso. Apply a small expressive-legato or neutral-legato 2-beat pattern. For
best control, conduct the triplet in the third and fourth measure, and then switch pack to a 2-beat
pattern. Make sure the orchestral parts are marked accordingly, and be unequivocal in the clarity
of your downbeats. Actively breathe with the singer in the sixth measure, and perhaps mark a
comma in the clarinet part there. Enlarge your gestures in the measure before the double-bar.
Depending on how much you want to stretch the last beat, you may choose to subdivide it. A
crisp preparation is needed for the downbeat; bring out the colors of the chime and celesta. At the
double-bar, beat a neutral-legato 2-beat pattern; on every beat, another instrument cuts off. The
preparatory gesture on the last beat before #19 needs to be in the new slow tempo. Treat it in the
same manner as the very first pick-up of the opera.
#19 Lento. The music is the same as at the beginning of the opera, with the singer added. Lead
through this section and let the singer place her text accordingly. The downbeat of the fourth
measure is also the cut-off signal for piano and strings; let the chime ring. Passively trace the
counts of the 4-beat pattern, then give an active but gentle neutral-legato pick-up on beat “four”
when the singer arrives at “called Au-.” In the following arioso, you may want to switch to an
expressive-legato beat. The tempo needs to be flexible in order to accommodate the singer’s text.
The singer may choose to stretch the beat before #20 slightly, which would be justifiable due to
the tenuto articulation; in this case, you may either apply a ritenuto beat, or may choose to
subdivide this last beat subtly, the latter option ensuring more rhythmic control, but disrupting
the musical flow.
#20. Be sure to give the singer a signal in your secondary hand that helps her coordinate the
release of a long, sustained note. Subtly subdividing beats “three” and “four” of the third
measure is advisable as it prepares the treatment of the following measure in 5/8 meter. A well-
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accented “four-and” will prepare the accented downbeat in the cello and bass; beat the downbeat
(first eighth note) in a similar marcato style, ensuring a rhythmically solid sixteenth note in the
organ and a strong vocal accent on “He.” Either continue beating in eighth notes, or apply a
stopping beat on the second eighth note, with no additional beat on the third eighth. The last
quarter can either be beaten in a ritenuto style, with no subdivision; you may have more control
over the expanding triplet in the brass by subdividing it. However, a subdivision of all three
notes of the triplet may seem too edged, and disrupt the flow; a special combination beat that
subdivides the first and second note of the triplet, but fuses the second with the third note may be
the most useful and elegant solution. In this beat, you draw a small loop going in (for a righthanded conductor to the right) between the first and second beat, only to quickly return to the
same point, now rebounding much larger. A ritenuto beat during this rebound will further enable
you to stretch the time as much as needed.
After this climax, return to a small neutral-legato 2-beat pattern; be aware of all cut-offs.
#21. Maintain the timpani’s and bass’s tension by keeping your baton pointing at the orchestra
throughout this recitative. Show the crescendo by opening your secondary hand and moving it
against a pretended resistance. In the meantime, your baton should slowly move up (wrist
motion). Trace an imaginary downbeat passively but not too small as the vocalist sings “infor-,”
then forcefully beat in marcato style on the singer’s F# (“in-form-a-tion”). The way you rebound
will determine the attack of the brass and bassoon; their note should line up with the singer’s
dotted eighth note Ab (“in-form-a-tion”). A marcato rebound will communicate tempo and
attack better than a full-staccato rebound. Lead the decrescendo, and cut the winds off you’re
your secondary hand before the singer says “Nanny.” The primary hand remains with the bass
and timpani.
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Similarly as before, indicate the crescendo in the secondary hand, and prepare the cut-off
on “Nanny” so that the sound ends exactly with Havisham’s “no.”
Allegretto gioviale. Passively mark all downbeats. Give an accented beat “two”, preparing the
syncopated pick-up into #22.
#22. Conduct light-staccato 2-beat pattern with more click on every beat “two”. The 7/8 vamp is
divided into 2+2+3. A light-staccato version of the special combination beat mentioned above at
#20 which subdivides the first and second note, but fuses the second with the third note may be
appropriate for the third beat. Gestures should be very small and modest, and only the baton
should be used. Follow the singer carefully; at the latest when she reaches “By my parsely,” hold
out your secondary hand and seek the harmonium player’s attention. Independent from the
primary hand’s rhythmic ostinato, the secondary hand should cue the harmonium entrance so that
it lines up with the singer’s “feast.” Let the vamp fade out by getting smaller and smaller, also
possibly lower in your conducting plane. A possible solution would be to plan in advance that at
the conductor’s signal at or after “levity,” one instrument after the other fades out with every
repeat.
The following harmonium section should again be marked in advance in a meter of 4/2,
with the resolution of the 4-3 suspension as the first downbeat (Figure 5.2). Allowing the singer
to be free, all changing notes in the harmonium shall be dictated with the baton; the singer may
be invited with an open hand in the secondary arm. The baton does not need to stop; letting it
flow gently in between cues suggests the continuation of the phrase.
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Figure 5.2 Argento, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, no. 22, m. 6, four-beat marking and
measuring as organizational aid, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, 1981, Miss Havisham’s
Wedding Night: Opera in One Act, full score, by Dominick Argento © Copyright 1981 by
Boosey & Hawkes, Inc. Copyright for all countries. All rights reserved. Printed with permission.
You may choose to subdivide the triplet on “Moment of joy” in order to coordinate the
ensemble between singer and harmonium. Possible solutions for such a triplet subdivision have
been mentioned above. Gather the orchestra’s attention, and give a clicking preparatory pick-up
on the singer’s triplet of “all my clocks” in the new tempo (dotted quarter = 52).
#23. Begin beating neutral-legato, then switch to marcato for two measures on the first
measure’s third beat; bring out the trumpet fanfare in the fourth measure, then shift attention to
the woodwinds on the second beat of the following measure. A click on this beat will coordinate
the dotted rhythm; switch to a small expressive-legato beat that gives the woodwinds enough
space to play out all rhythms expressively. Lead the ritardando in m. 8 by enlarging the
amplitude of the beat; continue to slow down in this manner, and then subdivide the last beat of
the subsequent measure in an upward motion. Do not beat out all subdivisions of the following
downbeat; however do subdivide the horn call. Only mark the downbeat on “Yes,” and
eventually cut off the diminuendo al niente. Cue the viola.
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#24 Andante. Conduct neutral-legato 2-beat pattern in the measures in which the bassoon plays;
only mark the downbeats of the other measures. Lead the bassoon’s rallentando by pulling the
beat further upward (ritenuto technique).
#25. The conductor needs to give the breath in the downbeat to ensure unified attack among
singer, cello, and bass. Give a strong click on beat “two” of the second measure. Apply a stop
beat on the following downbeat; the baton does not have to stop completely, but must remain
low instead of moving rebounding upward; anticipate the singer’s exclamation of “ceremony”
and dictate it with intensity to the cello and bass. An additional quick click will suggest an abrupt
cut-off. The other hand stays with the sustaining viola; in order to give the viola enough time for
its next melodious cue at #26, it is advisable to cut the sustained note off with the preparatory
gesture for #26’s downbeat.
#26 Alla breve, tempo giusto. Apply a very small full-staccato 2-beat pattern. Quarter notes stay
the same at the meter change between the ninth to tenth measure; apply a round, circling 1-beat
for the 3/4 meter. Minimizing the size of the circles will help with the accelerando.
#27 Allegro molto e leggero. A light-staccato style is ideal for the leggero character. Expressing
the phrase structure through a bar grouping can help with shaping the phrases; the phrase
structure is regular, with four measures per grouping. You may wish to apply a superordinate 4beat conducting pattern.
#28. In order to transition smoothly into the alla breve at three measures before #29, be sure to
feel and maintain the quarter notes within the beats. Same applies for the transition into #29.
#29 Poco più mosso. A slightly curved beat with a gravitational pull will help indicating a
slightly faster pulse. Conduct a very decisive light-staccato 2-beat pattern at the alla breve; bring
out the hemiola three measures before #30.
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#30 Come prima. Treat this in the same fashion as #26. Give a strong invitation for the viola’s
F# four measures before #31; you may want to let the viola play with either a vibrato or a bow
accent, or both; while no actual accent is indicated in the viola’s part, such a treatment may be
justifiable, considering the voice’s emphasis and articulation (tenuto) of the exact same musical
material. While it is not necessary to conduct every singly beat here, make sure to count within,
indicate the cut-off of cello and bass, and allow for enough crescendo and rallentando which
may lead smoothly into the new tempo.
#31. A dry light-staccato 4-beat pattern in the baton is sufficient. It is extremely important to
keep the pulse steady in this polyrhythmic section. Cue the tuba, harp, piano and bass with the
secondary hand two measures before #32, and leave it in a holding position; the baton passively
marks the following downbeat.
#32. Give a clear upbeat and conduct neutral-legato; do not conduct every single beat, but only
the ones that need to indicate note changes. Click on beat “thee” in m. 5 and 6 of #32. Cue the
chimes with your secondary arm, and hold the long fermata.
#33. Treat #33 in the same fashion as #31; you should push the tempo only in the last measure
and a half before #34 by clicking faster and with more intensity.
#34. This climactic plateau requires a well-thought-out concept. Don’t give too much too soon.
The highest point will be reached in the fifth measure of #36. Be absolutely clear in the pattern
directions of the constantly changing meters. Build a crescendo within the first four measures,
and then within the next four measures. Employ an intensive light-staccato beat.
#35. It is quite effective to reduce the tempo slightly, enabling the strings to play all quarter notes
on downbow strokes. Use a marcato beat for these moments. You may choose to slightly push
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into the faster tempo of #36 already two measures before; if so, the string players will either have
to play shorter bow strokes, or will have to change bowings to as it comes, for example.
#36. Conduct a fast light-staccato 4-beat pattern and increase intensity, leading into the climactic
orchestral cluster-“screams.” Hold the fermatas loud and incessant; the cut-off gesture is at the
same time the pick-up gesture for the next downbeat. Take over the lead on “do” as you indicate
the bass drum roll’s crescendo, and give a large expressive-legato pick-up to #37.
#37 Andante. Stop beating actively after beat “four” of the second measure, and instead stretch
the bass drum’s large crescendo with an appropriate gesture, followed by a large cut-off gesture
that simultaneously indicates the bass drum’s climax; such a gesture could describe a half circle
starting at the bottom and going outwards, then, when reaching the highest point, slashing
straight diagonally downward. Lead the bass drum’s very long, slow and gradual decrescendo
with great tension.
Piacevole, come prima. Treat this in the same fashion as the Piacevole between #5 and #6. At
the end of the eighth measure employ a sensuous cut-off with only your fingers that is embedded
in the rallentando and diminuendo.
#38 Mosso. Mark the downbeat and trace the beats passively, following the singer; a larger, yet
still passive gesture on beat “one” of the second measure prepares the active impulse on beat
“two”; lead the rallentando by reducing the speed of the rebound and by decreasing the click’s
intensity. Cut off the fermata of the winds as the voice enters again; pace the long crescendo of
cello and bass well, and do not indicate much at all in the beginning other than holding the
tension. Wring and pull the f out of them as Miss Havisham reaches the word “Apology,” then
let it collapse to pp quickly.
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#39 Adagietto. As mentioned before, the conductor can either let the singer begin such a phrase
freely, or she can take the lead and cue the singer’s entrance. The latter option ensures rhythmic
stability and better control of tempo; the other version gives more freedom to the singer.
Experience and confidence of both conductor and singer shall determine which way is more
suitable for the individual case. If letting the singer enter freely, the conductor must beat
perfectly in time from the downbeat of #39 on. Neutral-legato with occasional clicks for dotted
rhythms is adequate. Slow down the fourth and fifth measure and employ a ritenuto beat on the
last count of the fifth measure. Cue the harmonium with one hand while finishing the orchestra’s
diminuendo phrase with the other hand.
#40 Lento. Conduct the harmonium in half notes. Cue the singer in the third measure and allow
for enough space on the first beat so that the singer can comfortably express her text. Mark the
next downbeat, and trace the way from beat “one” to beat “two.” An active slow preparatory
gesture on beat “two” (“you will not be long”) indicates the harmonium’s cut-off as well as its
entrance on “two-and.” The following section is one of the hardest to conduct. At such a slow
tempo, and with so many notes happening in between the main beats (half notes), you may want
to choose to subtly subdivide. Almost like a stop beat, emphasize on the strong counts, and
barely indicate the subdivisions with minute wrist motion. Cue the singer’s “No” on beat “oneand” in the seventh measure clearly.
#41. One measure before #41, you may choose to go back into a slow and steady half-note pulse
in order to accommodate the singer’s speech-derived rhythms (triplets, quintuplets) better. The
tenuto beat, a version of a stop beat, may be applied. On each beat, keep the tip of the baton low
for as long as possible; that way, you can remain control over the time and style of the beat’s
continuation. You can gently subdivide beat “two” of the third, fourth, and fifth measure, if
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necessary. Get the violist’s and cellist’s attention two measures before #42. Clearly indicate and
re-confirm the tempo already on beat “three” of the seventh measure, then invite the viola on the
following downbeat with light click.
#42 Quasi lo stesso tempo. This arioso expresses Miss Havisham’s extremely sensitive mental
state with sudden mood changes—the accompaniment needs to be very flexible. Start with a
slow and simplistic neutral-legato 2-beat pattern, but switch to a more expressive-legato style
where appropriate, such as crescendo and tenuto spots. Make sure to express enough resistance
in your beating, respecting the well-known pesante accompaniment in the cello (and later in the
bass). For accelerandi apply a smaller and more objective neutral-legato beat. You may choose
to subtly subdivide the poco stendendo two measures before #43.
#43. Get quite a bit faster in the fourth measure and bring out the viola, then immediately return
to the beginning tempo on the downbeat of the fifth measure; make sure your signal here is large
enough—a well-marked expressive-legato (or marcato, if the accents are not articulated enough)
downbeat that gives enough room to be filled out by the instrumentalists will ensure clear tempo
indication. Get smaller and pay close attention to the singer during the rallentando. You may
want to choose a ritenuto style for the beat before #44.
#44. Subdivide the second beat of the sixth measure, and indicate the crescendo with your
secondary hand.
#45. The articulation in the first measure (only) may call for a well-accented light-staccato
downbeat; additionally, indicate the strings’ articulation in your secondary hand by through
subdividing wrist clicks. Push the tempo in those two measures, then change your beat to an
expressive-legato style on beat “two” of the second measure, and increase the size for the
allargando. Subdivide the last three quarter notes before Più mosso. The last subdivided beat
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needs to be accented (click) in order to assure a unified downbeat attack; make sure the
glockenspiel does not enter too early.
Più mosso. The strings need to crescendo through the entire third beat of the third measure, even
after the singer finishes the word “nine”; stop the baton on beat “three” and indicate the
crescendo with the secondary arm, then cut off the sound with the same hand where rhythmically
the next downbeat would be (after the ninth eighth note in the meter of 9/8). Since your baton
stays down, the orchestra will understand the comma. Now, passively move the tip of the baton
upwards (through wrist motion only) into an attention-seeking signal.
#46 Grave. Follow the singer and let her place the notes freely; as she sings “One,” give a sharp
preparatory downbeat that dictates the orchestra’s sfz accent on beat “two”; do the same for the
orchestra sfz on beat “four.” Place the beats in a very low point. Since you are dictating the
orchestral hits, vertical motion is sufficient, and beating the actual 4-beat pattern may actually be
weaker, and less effective. Beat “four” prepares the following fast episode; change your level by
staying in the higher conducting plane which the fourth beat rebounded to, and beat a small lightstaccato 2-beat pattern at a pulse 100–104 bpm; the exact tempo should be determined by the
singer’s maximum diction speed. For the meter change of the fourth measure, switch to the
special beat that has been discussed before, in which you quickly conduct the first and second
quarter (wrist motion), but not the third—this beat is ideal as the fusion of the second and third
beat (quasi a half note) leads perfectly into the next meter change (return to 4/4) which is
conduct in such half notes. By subdividing the last beat of the sixth measure with your wrist and
then immediately freezing any motion, you illustrate the sudden stop of the music, and the
comma. The following six measures should be treated in the exact same way as before.
Questionable is the accelerando marking two measures before #47 since both given tempi before
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and after are the same (Presto, quarter note = 200–208, then L’istesso movimento at #47, with
half note = 100–104). However, due to its difficulty for the singer, you will most likely take the
Presto slightly slower; in that case, execute the accelerando into #47 as written.
#47 Stesso movimento. While the tempo remains the same, change your beat slightly to express
the rhythmic emphasis of this section which lies mostly on the downbeats. An aggressive fullstaccato up-and-down motion proves most effective. Switch to a marcato beat in the seventh
measure, leading the allargando molto, and create a big climax at the Maestoso wedding music.
Maestoso. Conduct expressive-legato. The muted strings should enter as loud and sonorous as
possible in the fourth measure; make sure they use much vibrato. Only give the downbeat at one
before #48 and lead the diminuendo in the secondary hand. Connect with the singer, and then
give a clear upbeat that synchronizes with her breath. This can be a shaky transition—a safer,
more controlling option is to give a passive preparatory gesture before the actual upbeat. You
practically beat “three” and “four” of the new tempo as a preparation.
#48 Adagietto come prima. Conduct a simple expressive-legato 4-beat pattern that marks the
beats clearly, and that contains enough resistance to express the tenuto articulation. Soften this
towards the third measure and follow the singer flexibly through the rallentando a piacere. The
tenuto on the last beat of the fourth measure can either be controlled with a ritenuto beat that
stays low long enough, or by subdividing the last beat. The latter option will provide better
control over the rhythmic pick-up of the clarinet and horn, which should line up with the singer’s
“to.” An elegant solution combines the two mentioned options: treating the fourth beat like a
fermata, the baton arrives on the beat point and freezes. Once it is time to move on, the baton
slightly repeats the beat point again (here possibly with a click) and then continues its motion
upwards.
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Poco meno mosso. Bring out the counter-dynamic swells. Organize the 5/8 meter as 2+3; give
enough time and space on the fourth and fifth beats and don’t rush into the downbeat, allowing
the bassoon and tuba to expand their crescendo expressively.
#49. Lead the winds’ diminuendo and cut them off on the second beat. Clearly cue the singer’s
“Dead” on the third beat. If little rehearsal time is available, you may wish to choose to subtly
subdivide the triplet in the strings in the second measure; be sure to mark it in the parts. Mark the
downbeats during the following five colla voce measures. Mark a fermata in the string parts in
the measure before #50 to give the singer enough expressive freedom. Connect with the singer
and synchronize a passive, yet clicked beat “three” with her breath, then give an active
preparation on beat “four” for the following downbeat. The click on “three” indicates the strings
to cut off; they have to cut off in order to be able to continue playing on the following downbeat.
Be sure to mark a comma in their parts. The cut-off can be further supported through a gesture in
the secondary hand.
#50. Beat a neutral-legato 4-beat pattern with gentle clicking. Start light-staccato in the
following 3/8 measure, and switch to full-staccato on its last beat. Wait for the singer attentively
and coordinate a pick-up gesture with “Miss” in “Young Miss Au-.” Conduct a gentle
expressive-legato at Poco meno mosso, then switch back to a light-staccato beat in the 4/8
measure. Return to a neutral-legato 4-beat pattern with gentle clicking at Tempo primo, and give
an accented fourth beat in preparation for the downbeat. At the fermata, you may choose to let
the strings start with a vibrato which could then fade away; neutral-legato again in the following
measure, now with full-staccato accent on beat “four.”
#51 Adagietto amoroso. Start with a very small and horizontal expressive-legato 2-beat pattern.
Stay small and cue the harp and woodwinds. Now increase size and begin to pull back tempo
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already one beat before the allargando. You may choose to subdivide either the entire
allargando measure, or only the second half of it, depending on how much you want to slow
down.
#52 Largo maestoso. #52 is suddenly quicker. While letting the organ dominate, encourage the
horn and trumpet to sing out their expressive melody. Employ a nicely curved expressive-legato
beat. Pull back plentily at molto allargando, and subdivide the last beat as a triplet, only to
release the sound in a climactic downbeat of #53. From the pppp at #51 through the climax at
#53 to the diminuendo al niente in the sixth measure of #53, you need a clear conception of the
dramatic rise and fall. Don’t give too much too soon.
#53 Largo assai. Add enough “stickiness” to the beat. The style of beating should just like the
music relate to #4 and #6. Before the double-bar, cut off everyone on beat two except the bass;
cue the ppp timpani entrance on the next downbeat. Be aware that two off-stage knocks need to
be planned during the following recitative; depending on the individual production, you may
have to cue the knocks, possibly through the pit conductor camera; an orchestra member may
have to execute the knocks. Gather the orchestra’s attention at “Come sit by the fire.”
#54 Moderato. Beat a neutral-legato or expressive-legato 4-beat pattern; make sure not to be too
slow. The swells in the strings should be small (from pp to p), yet expressive, and should be
executed and led with a warm vibrato; the diminuendo of a swell shall not happen too abruptly.
Attentively cue the singer through this entire section, as it is rhythmically challenging.
Consciously place beat “four” of the fourth measure for the orchestra. Conduct the following 5/4
measure as 2+3, and give enough space to the singer, second violin, and cello to expressively
expand their three-note figure in a crescendo towards the downbeat. Give the downbeat, but
don’t conduct the rest of the measure; simply hold the tension and lead the diminuendo.
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Coordinate the orchestra’s cut-off with the singer’s comma (breath mark) at “tell you.” She may
freely stretch her last triplet “all a-bout”; wait attentively, and give a pick-up for the orchestra on
the singer’s last triplet on “a-bout.” Create a mysterious atmosphere when leading through this
last section; pay attention to all crescendi, as well as dotted or syncopated rhythms and
entrances. In the second-last measure, mark the downbeat only passively, and connect it into a
preparatory gesture for the harp’s and celesta’s F# on the second beat; indicate the strings’ cutoff (except bass) by gently closing your secondary hand’s fingers on “two-and.” Wait on the
fermata on “two” and hear after the enigmatic F#, then dictate the following beats “three,” “four”
and “five,” and subdivide the last beat. Encourage the viola to play out its eighth notes
prominently. Cue the wind chime player (someone other than the percussionist needs to play
this) on the downbeat, hold the tension, and lead the diminuendo al niente in slow-motion by
carefully moving your hands upward and closer to your body. The direction of the final cut-off—
executed only by the fingertips—should also float upward, and your hand and fingers should
continue to rise as the sound seemingly hovers in eternity. Hold the tension as long as possible.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
All elements in Dominick Argento’s art are geared towards “[reaching] the secret springs of
responsive emotion.”1 Argento’s interest and fascination with the dramatic genres may be due to
the fact that his wife was an opera singer, or due to being exposed to opera during his
undergraduate studies by Hugo Weisgall; even Argento himself finds it interesting that while he
started his musical educational career as a piano major who knew nothing about opera, most of
his music “seems to depend less on intrinsic form than on some narrative element.”2 Beauty is an
important term for Argento as he regards it as music’s purpose, and therefore also as his own
purpose as a composer.
In regards to his unique adaption of dodecaphony, the composer himself gives credit to
Luigi Dallapiccola, whose concept of writing “beautiful music”3 through twelve-tone technique
influenced him greatly. When constructing his rows, Argento thinks about what sounds and
harmonies the sequence of pitches would create vertically. According to the composer, chords
with a third carry color, while quartal and quintal sounds are “neutral” and “sexless.”4 During an
interview on July 17, 2016, the 88-year-old composer told me that he didn’t like quartal and
quintal sounds, for that matter. This is of interest, considering the composer’s ample use of these
concepts in Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night. It may be possible that his taste and views changed
over the years; or perhaps, these neutral, empty, and rather colorless sounds seemed appropriate
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Argento, Catalogue Raisonné, xvii.

2

Ibid., xviii.

3

Dominick Argento, Interview by author, personal interview, Appendix A, Minneapolis, July 17, 2016.

4

Ibid.
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to the composer when writing this piece to paint a musical picture of the old recluse, her dark
and dusty atmosphere of her mansion, and the psychological emptiness of her heart.
Argento works within an extended tonal framework. He uses the traditional concept of
creating tension and releasing it, and often does so by using dominant chords with added tones
which resolve chromatically. Entire passages, especially in parodic situations, will be completely
tonal; the composer often abandons the twelve-tone approach in these situations. In other
instances, the music will not present any functional tonality; however, most twelve-tone derived
dissonances will still follow certain resolution concepts; occasionally, for special effect, Argento
will also just present a dissonant sound cloud, a twelve-tone cluster. Keys and key relationships
play a big role for the composer. While not so much present in Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night,
many of Argento’s works will reflect symbolisms in their progression of keys. For example, the
movements of his Te Deum harmonically travel through a modified circle of fifths, and return to
C. For Argento, this “chain of fifths is God.”5 In both Miss Havisham’s Fire and Miss
Havisham’s Wedding Night, certain keys are attached to specific emotions; the bright and festive
wedding music is always in D major, for example. Pedal tones are used often to create suspense,
as well as to connect the often erratic leaps in thoughts and emotions of the estranged recluse.
Argento takes great pride in choosing and setting text carefully. His excellent prosody is
reflected in the natural flow and rhythm of his lines, which are most always inspired by speech
inflection. He has a “profound understanding of the human voice,”6 as well as of the anatomy of
an orchestra. He meets the orchestra with the same attention to detail as he does the vocal
writing, and the expression and setting of the text. Argento’s colorful orchestration is intricately
5

Ibid.

6

Mott, A Performer’s Analysis, 49.
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elaborate, but always playable. To Argento, the orchestra plays a big role, not only in creating
atmospheres and in accompanying the actions on stage; the orchestra itself tells the story, while
“the characters on stage are accompanying the orchestra.”7 One can tell in all of Argento’s
operatic as well as orchestral works that the composer has a natural flair for orchestration. He
employs and combines the different instruments of the orchestra in manifold ways to create
unique colors and timbres. The composer further extends the standard sound spectrum by making
use of a wide array of percussion instruments, harp, piano, celesta, organ, and the rarely used
harmonium. The result is an exotic, sometimes even bizarre sound world that perfectly expresses
the obscurity of the story of Miss Havisham.
Despite its shortness, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night is not only a “tour de force” for
the singer, but also for the orchestra, as well as for the conductor. Due to the chamber
orchestration, every instrumentalist is a soloist, and is often exposed in Argento’s delicate
textural writing. Especially the strings are being challenged as they need to put much energy into
their playing in order to be heard during loud moments; during often long sustained sections, a
lot of concentration and ensemble coordination goes into smooth and staggered bow changes.
While the singer is frequently challenged with a high tessitura, the orchestra remains mostly in
comfortable range, facilitating the basis for a homogenous and well-balanced orchestral sound,
and intonation.
The conductor and performer of any opera should undertake detailed study of the
character(s) and the opera’s textual source and historical background. Study and comparison of
the thirty-minute long monodrama, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, and the two-hour long
revised full opera, Miss Havisham’s Fire, will result in a much deeper understanding of both

7

Dominick Argento, Interview by author, personal interview, Appendix A, Minneapolis, July 17, 2016.
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works, as well as of Dominick Argento’s compositional style, in general. As a result of their
interesting history of origins, both works inform each other, and any performer is well-advised in
studying all sources carefully in order to elaborate a thorough interpretation. Even for the
instrumentalists of Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night it will be of interest to find out that their
melodic lines are being sung by either soloists or an ensemble in Miss Havisham’s Fire;
knowledge of the text may inform the way the instrumentalist will approach the phrasing, color,
expression and emotional content of such lines. It will further help them to understand the
importance of their role as a dialogue partner to the singer—especially in a monodrama.
Manifold tempo, meter, and character changes make this work a mental as well as
physical challenge for the conductor in all regards: during the study and preparation of the
interpretation, during the rehearsal process, and during the performance itself. A thorough
understanding of form, motifs, and tempo relations is indispensable for conceptualizing the
drama of this rhapsodic monodrama. The sometimes ambiguous use of “Tempo Primo”
markings (e.g. rehearsal no. 11), as well as inconsistencies between vocal and full score (e.g.
rehearsal no. 10, Mosso come Prima or Mosso, come Prima?) create challenging situations for
the conductor which need to be treated with care in order to find sound and justified solutions.
While often adding approximate metronome markings to the Italian terms, the composer
sometimes does not give a specific number.
The conductor will do well in making the singer feel as comfortable and free as possible
in this musically, physically, and emotionally draining and challenging piece. Carefully made
tempo decisions should therefore further respect the unique nature and physique of the singer’s
voice. Performing a monodrama requires an enormous amount of concentration from the singer.
While singing a difficult, mostly dodecaphonic part over often just a pedal tone, the performer
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needs to stay in character for the entire time, without ever getting a rest. The singer’s success is
partly the conductor’s responsibility. Before rehearsals begin, the conductor should
accommodate the singer’s safeness and comfort by finding the solutions for tricky-to-coordinate
passages that are easiest on the singer. The less a singer has to remember to look towards the
conductor to pick up a tempo, or to wait for a cue, the better, as this can easily risk the performer
to fall out of character, and may disrupt the natural flow. Both orchestra and singer will further
benefit greatly from a conductor who is deeply emotionally involved in the drama.
Argento’s operas are true masterpieces, and I hope to be able to contribute in establishing
a deeper understanding of the composer and his musical language. Colorful scoring, a thoroughly
involved orchestra, and difficult yet sensitive vocal parts make Dominick Argento’s works a
challenging, yet accomplishable and rewarding task for college and professional ensembles alike.
While the composer and his contributions to the art form of American opera have been
recognized more and more over the past decades, evident in the naming of opera and voice
competitions and prizes after him, and in the numerous honors and awards that have been
bestowed upon him, his works remain rather rarely performed. I can only speculate over the
reasons; one may be that many of his operas use large casts (e.g. The Voyage of Edgar Allan
Poe, or Miss Havisham’s Fire). Another reason may be that although his dodecaphonic writing is
sensitive and rooted in a deep understanding for the human voice, it is still after-all not easy to
perform, and, as mentioned above, a true yet rewarding challenge for any singer. Further,
Dominick Argento is the opposite of an eccentric, extrovert showman that promotes himself
whenever he gets a chance and that follows the latest trends—instead he is a quiet, humble,
inconspicuous man; he is a hard worker, a collaborator, and a genuine composer who is
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following his calling to write beautiful music, and to stay true to himself, his style, his musical
persona.
When I first got the call to step in for the injured Maestro Mark Ensley, Director of Opera
Activities at the University of Memphis, I had never heard of Dominick Argento’s name. It was
in February of 2014, and within only two months, I was supposed to put together a double bill
production that featured Leonard Bernstein’s Trouble in Tahiti and Dominick Argento’s Miss
Havisham’s Wedding Night. Having to familiarize myself with both scores as quickly as
possible, I spent several nights playing through piano reductions, and immediately became
obsessed with Argento’s musical language. I could tell that there was a twelve-tone system at
work, and found a row within the first three measures, but I just didn’t have the time to really
decrypt the whole piece. I had to think pragmatically, and had to start singer rehearsals only a
few days after first reading the score—but my interest was sparked, and so was the desire to go
back to the score and find out what it was that seemed to glue this piece together. The production
was a great success: soprano Bethania Baray was an amazingly expressive Miss Havisham, stage
director Copeland Woodruff’s concept portrayed all possible facets of the jilted bride’s
bizarreness, and the University of Memphis Opera Orchestra musically underscored the manifold
psychological states of the recluse so colorfully.
I returned to the score about a year later, and began my doctoral dissertation research. At
that point, I had no clue yet where it would lead me, but quickly realized that this twelve-tone
row that I had found in the first measures, informed much more of the piece than I had
anticipated. I developed a whole new understanding of and appreciation for this music, when I
began to comprehend that even the apparently most tonal-sounding sections were generated by
some derivative of the twelve-tone row. It has indeed been a transformative experience in many
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ways for my personal musical being and future, and it has piqued my curiosity and desire to
delve further into Argento’s incredibly expressive musical oeuvre. Not only do I look forward to
my next production of Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, and the many things I would do
differently now, understanding the work on a much deeper level now than in 2014; I also look
forward to perform the many other wonderful works of Dominick Argento, and strive to be a
strong and worthy advocate of this composer’s music.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW WITH DR. DOMINICK ARGENTO (MINNEAPOLIS, JULY 17, 2016)
1) In your Catalogue Raisonné you have said that you do not really fancy the term
“eclectic” being used as a label for your musical language; is there a term that you prefer,
or another way to describe your style?
Answer:

No, I guess I don’t like terms, they don’t mean anything. Like “eclectic,” I
think for example, my favorite opera Magic Flute is the most eclectic piece
ever written. I mean, there’s a little bit of everything in it, but once you say
that, you haven’t learned anything more; you just put a tag on it, but it doesn’t
change anything. I’m not pleased, a friend of mine did an album of my music
and they called it “An American Romantic,” and I don’t like that mainly
because that’s a red flag for critics. They love to dismiss you by saying “it’s
Romantic,” or “that’s such an old-fashioned concept.” My whole purpose is to
try to write beautiful music, and I guess writing beautiful music makes one
romantic, if you believe in beauty is probably another definition of Romantic.

2) You worked as a cryptologist right after World War II, and in your Catalogue Raisonné
you describe your passion for solving puzzles, problems; do you think there is a
correlation between this and your own adaptation of twelve-tone technique?
Answer:

No, I give credit to Luigi Dallapiccola for that. I mean he wrote what I
thought was very beautiful music using the technique. The one thing about
most twelve-tone composers is I never found any really wrote any very
beautiful music. Schoenberg, there is nothing very beautiful in Schoenberg, or
Milton Babbitt, or in Boulez; anyone who really fools around in twelvetone, they get so interested in the technical end of things that they forget, I
think they forget the whole purpose of music, which is to create something
beautiful. What they’re creating is, say, mathematically beautiful, but that
doesn’t pay off to the listener; it can pay off to analysists, or students or
scholars, but I don’t think that’s why most of them compose music.

3) You mention Luigi Dallapiccola; I believe you only had a few lessons with him, and at
the time you did not want to be pushed into that direction.
Answer:

Right, well I have a theory about teaching, that you never learn that much
about composition from a teacher. I studied with seven different teachers. You
learn from their music, you learn more about it because you know them.
There’s never anything that the teacher as far as I’m concerned, ever said, but
I found in their music. My favorite teacher was a gentleman named Bernard
Rogers at Eastman and I consider him the best of my seven teachers; he was
not very well-known as a composer, not rated all that highly, but he had a way
of teaching to inspire you, and to really bring out the best in you. That’s what
a teacher does, I think. I love that expression of, I think it was Michelangelo
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who said, you look at a hunk of marble, and you try to see what is locked
inside, and your job is to chip away the unnecessary parts—that’s sort of bad
news for anybody who wants to study sculpture with Michelangelo, that
doesn’t tell you very much, because what Michelangelo couldn’t do was to
really explain the technique of sculpting. He couldn’t tell you how to sculpt.
In my forty years of teaching composition I have had a couple of successful
students, but never felt that I taught them anything—I just sort of encouraged
what they were doing, tried to point out things that I thought could be done
better, but there’s no way you can take somebody who’s never done anything
and start teach him composition. There’s got to be some seed in there that you
sprinkle water on.
4) To what degree were you involved in the premiere productions of both Miss Havisham’s
Fire in New York and Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night in Minneapolis?
Answer:

The reason I think the work was a disaster in New York was Beverly Sills’s
fault. Beverly came out here before I wrote the piece. Let me back up a little
bit. The phone rang in Florence one summer, my publisher called. He said “Sit
down, I have news, Beverly Sills and Julius Rudel would like you to write her
last opera”; she was getting ready to retire. I said “Great,” I asked “does she
have any idea of what she” wanted to do, and she had a suggestion; she loved
the idea of an opera about the Empress Carlota of Mexico. I read up what I
could read about it, thought “it’s possible.” I had a librettist-friend who started
to work on a libretto for it; [he] wrote a very interesting libretto. She came out
here, we had lunch, and over lunch she said “Are you convinced that Carlota
is a good subject,” I said “yeah, it’s not bad, [but] I wish there was something
I felt stronger about.” She said “do you have any ideas?” and I said “how
about Miss Havisham from Great Expectations?” She said “Oh, that’s a great
idea.” She was a folle d’amour; she used to love these kinds of parts. She said
“let’s go with that instead,” which was a problem for me because I had a
librettist to pay for a libretto. Anyhow, before she left she said “Dominick,
give me one thing,” she said, “Write a piece that when I finish singing, I’ll
feel like a wrung-out rag.” She went on and said “you know, I love doing
those Donizetti operas about mad queens and so forth, but”—they are not
short, they’re good-size, but, she said “it takes me a little while to get my
voice [to] where I feel like I might could do anything, and when I sing in a
Donizetti or Bellini opera, I love it but just as a I think now I’ve got the voice
exactly doing what I’m wanting to do, the final curtain comes down. I want to
sing for the next two hours because I now can do it.” She said “write me
something where I really feel like I don’t have another note left in me at the
end.” We wrote a very long opera of three hours, or so. When the first act was
finished, I showed it to her—she had learned it by the next year while I was
working [on] act two. When I sent act two to her, she said “well, you’ve
certainly given me more to sing than I ever had to sing in an opera.” And I
thought everything was fine, we had the first rehearsal scheduled in New
York; before I went there, Julius Rudel called up and said “we have a little
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problem: Beverly can’t complete the second act.” What happened, of course,
she had a return of her cancer, and they did not want to make it public, but
Rudel said “let’s just go ahead and do it with our house sopranos here at City
Opera.” But he didn’t have one singer who could do the whole thing; any
singer who looked at it said it [was] just monumental [in] size. They did the
opera with two different singers, Gianna Rolandi, beautiful young singer, and
Rita Shane. Each one did act one and act two. Of course, in an opera, you
start to identify with the character in act one, and in my opera that character
disappeared and there was another lady in act two—you couldn’t make the
connection. The piece was too long by then—if it had been Beverly Sills
singing, it would have been too short, but, I blame her illness at the last
minute there for it not working out. I shortened the opera; St. Louis did it in
2001. I had realized it was too long and cut it down a lot—I think I cut forty
minutes out of it. They did the premiere with Erie Mills and it was perfect for
her. It was a big hit at St. Louis. For me the one satisfaction was—it hurt to
have my big New York premiere at City Opera fail, the reviews were very
cruel, but— [The] New York Times sent a reviewer to St. Louis and they gave
me one of the best reviews I’ve ever had on the same opera that they had
panned earlier.
5) The stage director of the St. Louis productions was a former student of yours, is that
right?
Answer:

That was directed—the head of St. Louis Opera now is a man named James
Robinson. Jim had been my TA at the university here. [He] studied
composition with me but [was] also my teaching assistant for a couple of
years. He got the job down there and he knew that I had always pain when I
thought about Miss Havisham; and he knew I had spent years rewriting it,
editing. When he was appointed head of St. Louis, he said we were going to
do it, and he did a stunning production, very talented; it deserved the reviews
it got.

6) When I got to do Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, not only I, but everyone involved in
the production, and especially the orchestra, fell in love with it. It amazes me so much
how well the score fits the orchestra, and how well the orchestra—even a student
orchestra—sounded from the first rehearsal on already.
Answer:

There was a performance of the full opera, Miss Havisham’s Fire, a couple of
years ago at the University of Maryland; they had a festival of my music.
They did it with a student cast, but Miss Havisham herself was a teacher there,
Linda Mabbs, and a student orchestra—they did a beautiful job. I get rapped a
lot by people at opera companies that manage, who tell me “you know, your
orchestrations are sometimes too elaborate,” or “the orchestra is a little too
big,” or “it’s too hard,” but Miss Havisham is probably the most difficult
opera done beautifully by students. The Voyage of Edgar Allan Poe is very
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elaborate, orchestrally, and that was done by two student orchestras out in
Cincinnati a couple of years ago.
7) How much were you involved in the rehearsals for the New York production of Miss
Havisham’s Fire? I read that you were there for the dress rehearsal?
Answer:

I went to one rehearsal, the first act, a private rehearsal, just to listen to, with
Beverly Sills; Julius Rudel played the piano. They were playing through the
first act, she was singing. We were in his office, he said: “Just stop us when
you have something you want to add, or something went wrong.” I was so in
awe of the two of them, I didn’t feel I could really criticize it. He would be
playing along at the piano, and he would stop and say “Beverly, let’s do that
last note diminuendo,” and he would do a lot of correcting of her. He said
“Now, Mr. Argento marks rallentando here, let’s take that.” And finally he
turned and said “I’m telling her everything you’ve written here,” he said,
“everything I see I want to do, you already have it marked.” And he said “this
is so beautifully marked up; it’s like Mahler, you don’t leave anything left to
the imagination.” But that was a wasted rehearsal, because she never did sing
the opera.

8) But you were there for the dress rehearsals?
Answer:

Yes.

9) I read in your book that Julius Rudel had inquired you and your librettist about making
cuts, and you write that you would have been okay with it, but your librettist was not.
Answer:

Right, yeah. The one thing we discarded at dress rehearsal was that it was too
long, because at the invited audience we could tell that they were getting
restless. Well, you know Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, that is the end of
Miss Havisham’s Fire; Christopher Keene was the assistant conductor to
Julius Rudel. We got to that point in the dress rehearsal where Miss
Havisham, after a little craziness, says “Fudge, all fudge,” which on paper
sounded like a good idea, that she suddenly isn’t taking herself seriously (sic),
and the audience laughs, which is fine. At the end of the rehearsal,
Christopher Keene said “You gotta cut that out; you lose your audience when
they say that.” I said “No, it just makes her a little more human.” That was
when Rudel said “you know, there is something we got to cut in this.” I was
prepared to cut, I realized it was too long, but librettists I guess don’t get
credit very much, and he wanted to leave it as it was. He showed up, by the
way, [for the St. Louis revision premiere.] As a matter of fact, that was the
end of our friendship, after the failure, because he forbid any cutting, which
might have saved it in New York, I don’t know, but he moved out to San
Francisco—had been living in New York—and for fifteen years we never
talked or sent letters. I was working on it, and when I had it down to what I
thought was a good size, two acts and two hours, I sent him a letter showing
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him all my cuts which I thought I wanted his approval of. He never answered
the letter, but he learned about the performance at St. Louis and he came down
there. We didn’t really talk but he sat through the same performance I did, and
afterwards came and said “yes, much better that way.”
10) You say that Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night is the epilogue to Miss Havisham’s Fire;
you write that you had to reinstate some lines from that original libretto?
Answer:

We eliminated some.

11) Right for, Fire.
Answer:

For Fire, yes. You know, Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night was written before
the opera was written.

12) Yes, the libretto?
Answer:

Yes. I prepared to work on it; I was thinking about it when Beverly came for
lunch here and that’s how I knew I would suggest it to her, and I told her what
we were planning at that time was a half-hour monodrama. That’s when she
started talking about needing so much to get her voice working. I composed
that actually before the opera, waiting for the opera libretto being written. And
when I realized how long it was, I shortened it for the opera version; but that
was done because when I was writing the smaller version, the Wedding Night,
I didn’t realize how long the preceding stuff would be.

13) You make use of one Twelve-tone row in Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, correct?
Answer:

Yes. I use a lot in the opera [Miss Havisham’s Fire] though.

14) Do you remember what your motives were in creating that row? It has those two major
chords—in the beginning, we hear that F major chord, then E major chord, then the C#,
D, F#, G dissonance.
Answer:

I don’t remember my reason for doing it. I always think of a row not only as a
linear thing, but as what it will be when you group it together into chords, and
I love major triads, I mean I think it’s crazy not to. I mean, to take
Schoenberg’s attitude “you must never form a simple triad,” I think that’s
crazy to throw out sixty percent of music. I wrote a work, for example, called
Jonah and the Whale which used a row that was made of diminished fifth
triad, and a major triad and minor triad—one row that did all three, because
my whole concept—the whole thing was—Jonah and the Whale was a battle
between God and man; God is perfect fifth, man is imperfect, is diminished
triad, or minor. Those things work for me; I don’t expect the listener to think
about it, I don’t want them [to]; I want them to listen to the music, not worry
where it came from. But they help me—it’s what with my students I used to
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call “studio secrets.” It’s what you think of that makes you do something, but
that’s not important to the listener. The listener only has to know what you’ve
done, not why you did it, or how you did it.
15) You describe the form of Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night as rhapsodic, a rhapsody;
there are several recurring elements: the nine chime strikes of the beginning, for example.
First of all, did you or the librettist change Dickens’s time of 8:40—8:40 AM is when
Miss Havisham was jilted—did you change it to 9 AM so that you could set it to music
with those nine bell strikes?
Answer:

No, I don’t remember even thinking about that. I thought it was 9 AM; was it
not in the book?

16) It was at twenty minutes before nine actually.
Answer:

The funny thing about that: the year after I finished composing it, we were in
Florence, we went to a new apartment, rented it, and it had a mural painted on
the wall of a clock at 9 AM. That was a shock. I couldn’t believe it.

17) I found the motif, the number nine, in many instances throughout the opera. Not just in
the beginning, the nine strikes of the chime, but several other times. I’m guessing you hid
and used that number quite a bit?
Answer:

Yes.

18) We talked about the harmonium and the organ earlier over lunch; correct me if I’m
wrong: you had said that you used the harmonium when you wanted to give the
impression of her memory of that day?
Answer:

Of the church; of the idea of Matt quitting.

19) At some point though in Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night you bring the organ in con
tutta forza and D major, and it’s playing the same music that the harmonium played
before.
Answer:

See, I don’t remember things like that. If it makes sense today, I probably
thought of it, but there are a lot of things that happened I don’t remember
why.

20) The “Miss Anaesthesia” music that starts with C Major, then goes to D, and cadences on
G, accompanies her drinking alcohol on the text “Miss Anaesthesia I presume” in a tonal
way. Do you mean to express that she is lucid, that she is having clear thoughts? Or that
the alcohol warms her, and she is feeling comfortable for an instance?
Answer:

No, I never thought about that. I’m not a drinker, but my librettist was. My
wife hated the line in there where she says—I can’t remember— “Miss
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it’s
librettist

Anaesthesia, I suppose.” My wife wanted that out. I said “well, you know,
not about us personally, it’s about fiction.” But she was worried, the
was a big drinker, and she thought he had to put that in everything.

21) You also use quartal and quintal harmony quite a bit throughout the piece. Do you
associate a specific emotion with that kind of sound, or do you remember why you used
those quartal or quintal sounds in specific?
Answer:

I don’t know where in specific you are talking about; what I think about
quartal, quintal sounds: to me they are always very neutral sounds, they are
not male or female, they are very sexless. I guess a chord that doesn’t have a
third in it to me sounds wrong. I don’t like Hindemith very much anymore,
there is too much of that. For me, it lacks color. For me, color is E with C and
G around it, or Eb. But C, F, Bb, that’s Copland and Bernstein, and I don’t
like that.

22) You use it for example where she sings “Come in, come in,” and the orchestra imitates it,
or at “Up! Up, into the blue distance,” where you use an orchestral accompaniment that
outlines a chain of fifths.
Answer:

Chain of fifths I love using. For me, in my Te Deum, a chain of fifths is God,
and the whole piece is written to go around, seven movements around the keys
coming back to C. I like symbolism in music, and I know it doesn’t mean
anything to the listener in the audience, they don’t get it. I don’t think listeners
for example get exposition, development, recapitulation; we teach that in
school, music appreciation. I think it’s misleading to encourage the audience
to listen and hear a first theme, second theme, and then a development section,
and then a recapitulation. That means you’re not listening to the music; you’re
listening to the form. And things like what we’re talking about now are for me
things that should not bother the listener at all. I mean there are a lot of things
I do which I hope will have that effect on the listener, but there are a lot of
things I do just because I want to do them, not because I want anybody to
know.

23) Right. But shouldn’t the interpreter, the performer, understand what you’re doing, or
what your thoughts were?
Answer:

No, I’d rather the performers make up their own mind, or discover by
themselves why it’s there and what it does. It’s funny, I have a work like
Wedding Night for men, called A Water Bird Talk, and A Water Bird Talk is
showing slides of the birds. And one he talks about, the slide is upside down,
and there’s a little bit of music. When he sees that it’s upside down, he stops,
turns it right side up, the music that plays is exactly an inversion. A couple of
times, a listener or a critic has caught that, and I’m pleased, but what pleased
me more was the thought of doing it that way. I know that most people would
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not know an inversion if they heard an inversion, or a retrograde; but it solves
my job.
24) One of my favorite moments in Miss Havisham’s Wedding Night, which in a way is so
simplistic, is when she sings “I am your grand Aurelia,” and the clarinet—over a viola
pedal—plays the same material as the voice, but retrograded. To me, it expresses her
bipolarity, her mental illness in a way so perfectly. I just remembered that when you
mentioned the inversion in A Water Bird Talk.
Answer:

Yes.

25) You incorporate parody in your compositions frequently; at rehearsal no. 12 you write
“con parodia, like a Victorian comic song”; and later where she sings “Nanny, no, say
not so,” it almost sounds like a little nursery rhyme.
Answer:

Yes.

26) Were you thinking of a specific song that you used as a model, where you write “like a
Victorian comic song?”
Answer:

No, I was thinking of that sort of typical sound of Victorian music hall, no
tune, especially because I don’t know Americans would recognize one; but I
think they recognize the characteristic, and that’s all I was trying to get at. I
think there’s a sort of off-beat with the percussion or something which to me
is typical.

27) There is a bassoon solo at rehearsal no. 24 when Orlick knocks on the door. I imagine the
bassoon being Orlick, speaking maybe even. Was there an “unspoken” line to it?
Answer:

Yeah, as a matter of fact, Orlick was a rather important character in the full
opera. He’s cut out in the revision. He plays a big part; actually, he was one of
the suspects on trial at the opening of the opera; that is all missing now. He
doesn’t appear in Wedding Night. But Nanny, when she remembers him, I just
had to use the same theme music that I had when he was in the opera.

28) So the same music is used in the full opera, Miss Havisham’s Fire, and on that melody he
sings a specific text?
Answer:

That I don’t remember.

29) What were your compositional thoughts in the bitonal accompaniment of both 5 of
rehearsal no. 48, and rehearsal no. 54?
Answer:

I like polytonality. I think a listener can understand there are two things going
on; they are not necessarily dissonant, but they hear two separate things.
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That’s hard to do, to hear two things at the same time. That is very useful in a
drama, when there are two attitudes being exposed at the same time.
30) In a way, does the tonality sometime reflect her mental state, her mental illness?
Answer:

Yes.

31) At the climax when Miss Havisham strikes the clock, you use a twelve-tone cluster,
correct?
Answer:

Yes.

32) This is followed by a long bass drum pedal, and then the aforementioned moment of
“Fudge. All fudge”; you often make use of pedals, and it seems to me you do it when you
want to connect different sections in this rhapsodic form. Is this correct? What are your
intentions in using the pedals?
Answer:

I wasn’t aware that I use them very often. I think pedal tones give a sense of
suspense. If we are waiting for someone to give an answer or an explanation,
pedal tones are treading water, letting time pass, up and up, and then
conclusion.

33) The way you treat the orchestra fascinates me—it does much more than just accompany.
Answer:

For me, the idea is that the orchestra is telling a story. The characters are only
up there to give points to it. The orchestra telling a story can only talk in
generalities, no specifics. The characters are on stage, so you associate that
character with that music, and the music gives the character a life. I never
think of the orchestra as accompanying the characters on stage—the
characters on stage are accompanying the orchestra.

34) At some points, the orchestra is even a dialogue partner—especially useful in the
monodrama, since she is almost all by herself up there.
Answer:

Yes. I think you would be surprised to hear the opera, to hear where all of
those things that appear in the end come from, because that was written first,
and I pulled them out and put them into the opera.
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